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FADE IN:

SUPER: WEST VIRGINIA - 1998

EXT. RURAL HIGHWAY INTERSECTION - DAY

A siren BLARES.  Flashing emergency lights reflect onto the
windows of a stopped minivan.  In the middle seat is ISLA
SCHMIDT (7), cute and spunky.  She waves to a Firefighter as
a firetruck passes.  He doesn't notice her.

The van turns onto a two lane highway.  Radiant autumn foliage
blankets the rounded hills surrounding the valley.

INT. CAR (MOVING) - DAY

MARILYN (32), staid, peeks at her watch.  Accelerates.  COOPER
(10), sits up front, his pudgy form stuffed into a football
uniform.  The family speaks with an 'Appalachian' lilt.

MARILYN
I wouldn't count on your Dad making
the game today, Punkin.

Isla puffs her cheeks and giggles as she taunts Cooper.

ISLA
Cooper, Momma calls you punkin cuz
you're round like a pumpkin.

COOPER
You're head's as hollow as a pumpkin.

Isla notices a store sign stating "Giant Suit Sale".

ISLA
Momma, are giants for real?

MARILYN
No, Honey.  Why do you ask?

ISLA
That sign said "Giant Suit Sale".

MARILYN
That means it's a huge sale, not
that they have suits for giants.

Cooper slaps his forehead in disbelief.  Marilyn rebukes
Cooper with a nudge.

COOPER
What a dummkopf.
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ISLA
I ain't dumb, Cooper Pooper Scooper. 
I get straight "A"s.  You get "Z"s.

COOPER
Second Graders just finger paint.

Isla puts on Cooper's football helmet.  Sticks her tongue
out at him.  Cooper reaches back to retrieve it, agitated.

COOPER
Take that off.  Right damn now.

Isla withdraws, avoiding Cooper's reach as she teases him.

ISLA
Hut, hut, hut, hike!

Marilyn turns to settle the squabble.

MARILYN
Isla, give Cooper his helmet back. 

Behind an approaching semi, a pickup truck jolts into the
lane ahead.  Marilyn's focus returns to the road.

She screams.  The two vehicles collide head-on.

EXT. A RURAL HIGHWAY - DAY

A thunderous crash.  The van collapses like an accordion. 
Metal roars and scrapes.  Glass shatters.  Shards fly about.

Silence.  Darkness.

The blackness transforms into a river of motor oil streaming
down the asphalt, then onto the dirt shoulder.

ISLA (V.O.)
Daddy always figured Momma would
bury him, not the other way around.

Green coolant trickles underneath the fractured chassis.

ISLA (V.O.)
And he never dreamed he might one
day have to bury a child.

Blood seeps from the car into a pool on the dingy blacktop.

ISLA (V.O.)
But death can come hunting for anyone,
anywhere, anytime.  Heaven isn't
just for old folks.
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The pickup truck door opens.  A disheveled man, CRAWFORD
(43), staggers out of the truck, groaning.  A beer bottle
falls and shatters.  Foamy amber liquid floods the pavement.

EXT. A RURAL HIGHWAY - DAY (DUSK)

Emergency lights flash.  A Firefighter peers inside.  Isla's
eyes barely open, then drift shut.  He breaks the cracked
rear window glass, adorned with stick figure decals of the
family.  Unlocks the rear door.  Climbs inside.

LATER

Isla is carried towards an ambulance, strapped to a backboard. 
A cracked, splintered football helmet still covers her head.

A West Virginia State Police Officer sweeps broken glass
into a dustpan.  A gust of wind lifts the family decals into
the air.  They swirl away.

INT. MUD CREEK TAVERN - NIGHT

Smoke rises and swirls from a cigarette in an ashtray.  TRAVIS
SCHMIDT (34), slumps on the bar in a inebriated heap.  When
awake, bright eyes shine through his scruffy countenance.

Kurt (31), Travis's brother, places an arm around Travis,
quietly trying to stir him.  Travis lifts his groggy head.

ISLA (V.O.)
Daddy had been praying for change in
his life.  Careful what ya wish for.

Travis sees a State Police Officer looking back at eye level
with a somber expression.  He awakens, puzzled.  His face
contorts to utter shock and crushing heartbreak.

INT. HELOISE'S HOUSE - KITCHEN - NIGHT

Pristine and upscale, yet unchanged through many decades... 
much like HELOISE herself (65).  She pours a cup of tea.

ISLA (V.O.)
I began a new life that day, armed
only with seven rock-solid years of
life experience under my belt.

A wall-mounted Princess phone with a long cord rings.  Heloise
answers.  She reacts with concern.  Her hand covers her mouth
in shock.  She withers against the pantry doors in despair.
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INT. HOSPITAL - WAITING ROOM - NIGHT

Travis sits, his face buried in his hands.  Kurt and his
wife ELLEN (30) slouch nearby.

Across the room sits Heloise, staring in despondence as she
incessantly twirls her pearl necklace.

Travis looks up.  In a distant hallway, a Policeman pushes
Crawford in a wheelchair.  Crawford CHUCKLES.  Travis glares
with fury.  Stands with conviction.  Kurt looks at Travis,
then at Crawford.  He rises and blocks Travis's path.

KURT
Don't go doin' somethin's gonna get
you arrested.  Isla needs you.

Travis leans towards the man, searing with enmity.  Kurt
remains in front of Travis, trapping him as a precaution.

LATER

A tired NEUROSURGEON emerges from doors labeled "Surgery". 
Kurt nudges Travis awake.  The family members rise and
converge before the Neurosurgeon, dreading his message.

NEUROSURGEON
Are y'all Iss-la Schmidt's family?

TRAVIS
I'm her father.  These are her Aunt
and Uncle.

HELOISE
Her name's pronounced eye-la.  The
"s" is silent.  Is she okay?

NEUROSURGEON
Her vital signs are stable.  She had
both a subdural and an intracraneal
hematoma, on the left temporal lobe. 
I did a craniotomy to protect against
swelling.  She may be in a coma, and
brain damage is a possibility.  We'll
know more in about a day.

INT. ICU RECOVERY ROOM - DAY

Isla lies motionless, connected to myriad monitors and
gadgets.  Her skull is wrapped in a gauze cocoon.

Travis languishes in a chair.  Across the bed sits Heloise,
who concludes softly singing "Suo Gan" as she holds Isla's
hand.  Travis muses, then decides to speak.
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TRAVIS
That's pretty.  What's it called?

Heloise recoils.  She makes a rare effort to be civil.

HELOISE
Suo Gan.  Mother used to sing it to
me.  Like Greensleeves, no one knows
how old it is, nor who wrote it.

Travis rises, stretches.

TRAVIS
I'm gonna take a walk.

HELOISE
Who's joining you, Travis?

Travis shrugs, questioning her.

HELOISE
Jim Beam?  Jose Cuervo?

TRAVIS
There was a young girl named Anne
Hizer, who thought no man could
surprise her.  But Schlitz took a
chance, and got into her pants, and
now she is older, Budweiser.

He smirks.  She scowls.

HELOISE
Beer poetry.  How apropos under the
circumstances.  You're a regular
Robert Frosty.

TRAVIS
More like Henry Wadsworth Longneck. 
I've long since given up on you likin'
me, Heloise, but ain't it 'bout time
you stopped hatin' me so?

HELOISE
We need to reach an agreement about
the funeral arrangements.

Travis nods, yet leaves anyway.  Heloise flaps her hand at
Travis with dismissive derision.  She takes Isla's limp hand.

INT. SCHMIDT FAMILY HOME - MASTER BEDROOM - DAY

Travis's hand turns the page of a scrapbook containing high
school prom pictures of he and Marilyn.
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He gingerly removes a dried, faded, corsage from a scrapbook
sheet and places it inside a plastic sandwich bag.

COOPER'S BEDROOM

Presumably there's carpet underneath the piles of junk. 
Travis maneuvers across the room and removes an autographed
football in a case, alone on the top bookshelf.

INT. KINSALE MORTUARY - VIEWING ROOM - NIGHT

An old, dark converted house.  An empathic female FUNERAL
DIRECTOR stands at a closed coffin, preparing to open it.

Travis inhales.  Musters his courage.  Nods.  She lifts the
lid.  Cooper is wan.  His hair is slickened.  He wears a
faded brown and orange Cincinnati Bengal's jersey.

Travis cringes.  He struggles to speak.  His lips quiver. 
His mouth is unable to form words, even though he tries.

FUNERAL DIRECTOR
Take your time.

Travis, in excruciating emotional pain, gazes upon his son.

TRAVIS
He don't look his self, hair all
combed like in a school pitcher.  A
suit wouldn't have looked right.

He places the autographed football at Cooper's right hand. 

The Director shifts to another casket.  Travis sighs.  Nods. 
Marilyn is blanketed with pasty makeup, and is adorned in a
simple yet elegant black dress, revealing a tad of cleavage.

TRAVIS
She looks so pale.  Not even real.

FUNERAL DIRECTOR
It was tough to mask to her wounds.

Travis sets the corsage over her heart, as his heart deflates.

TRAVIS
Don't really matter I guess.  Ain't
a beauty contest.  I wanna keep her
ring.  A ring ain't gonna do her
much good underground.

Funeral Director removes Marilyn's ring and hands it to
Travis.  He stashes it away with care.  He hovers over
Marilyn.  Funeral Director slips out of the room.
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Travis collapses onto the casket.  A tear falls from Travis's
eye onto Marilyn's face, then rolls down her cheek.

MORTUARY BATHROOM

Travis sits on the can, fully clothed, sipping from a flask.

EXT. KINSALE MORTUARY - ENTRANCE - NIGHT

Travis stands, locked in a sorrowful stare.  The wind gusts. 
He cinches up his black polyester sportcoat.  Heloise appears.

HELOISE
How dare you.  You have my daughter
dressed like some crack ho.

TRAVIS
She's wearin' her favorite dress.

HELOISE
And that rodeo clown getup Cooper
has on is ratty as hell.

TRAVIS
He loves -- he loved... that jersey's
ratty cuz he never took it off. 
We'll close the caskets then.  Look
like a couple of mannequins, anyhow.

HELOISE
You can't close the caskets.  It's
called a viewing for a reason.

TRAVIS
I can do anythin' I want Heloise,
cuz I no longer have to appease my
meddlesome mother-in-law.

HELOISE
Loaning Marilyn money to keep her
drunken-ass husband from defaulting
on his mortgage, that's meddlesome?

Heloise storms back inside.

INT. KINSALE MORTUARY - VIEWING ROOM - NIGHT

Heloise picks up the dried corsage on Marilyn.  She looks
for a trash can, but soon reconsiders.  She positions the
flower, obscuring Marilyn's cleavage.  Gasps in exasperation.

LATER

GUESTS congregate behind them.  Kurt and Ellen face Travis. 
Kurt offers him mints.  Travis resists, then takes two.
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TRAVIS
What's the point?  Everyone here
knows I'm a stinkin' drunk.  What
the hell do I say to these folks?

KURT
Tell them it means a lot to you that
they came... that they care.

TRAVIS
Nothin' means anythin' anymore.

Kurt grabs him by the shoulders.  Looks him in the eyes.

KURT
You shape up.  She'll be comin' to
soon.  You're all Isla's got now.

INT. ICU RECOVERY ROOM - DAY

Heloise and Travis sleep in chairs on opposite sides of Isla.

EXT. GARDEN OF EDEN CEMETERY - DAY

Barren tree branches poke into a bleak gray sky.  Patches of
fog dot the valley.  Two hearses lead a procession of vehicles
with their headlights on towards a hilltop graveyard.

TRAVIS (V.O.)
(singing)

Mountains surround us / Nature
astounds us / God in His glory created
this charm.

The hearses stop at two open graves and rows of chairs.

INT. ICU RECOVERY ROOM - NIGHT

Isla remains comatose.  Heloise strains to read by the dim
light of the medical monitors.  Travis peers skyward.

TRAVIS (V.O.)
(singing)

Still all the prayers that we send
up to Heaven / Don't always shelter
our loved ones from harm.

EXT. A RURAL HIGHWAY - ON THE SIDE OF THE ROAD - DAY

Travis pounds a white cross into the ground with a mallet.
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TRAVIS AND KURT (V.O.)
(singing the Chorus)

Little white cross out on Highway
Thirteen / Marking the end of our
baby girl's dream...

Colored glass candles and withered bouquets adorn the site. 
Kurt and Ellen watch, hands clasped, heads bowed.

TRAVIS AND KURT (V.O.)
(singing the Chorus)

A terrible accident / Terrible scene
/ Little white cross out on Highway
Thirteen.

Travis releases the mallet and droops onto the cross, sobbing. 
Kurt and Ellen rush to console him.

EXT. CONVALESCENT HOSPITAL - DAY

SUPER: "TWO MONTHS LATER"

Isla is unloaded from an ambulance by Two Attendants.  Heloise
and Travis hold umbrellas to protect Isla from a hard rain. 

INT. CONVALESCENT HOSPITAL - HALLWAY - DAY

The Attendants roll Isla's gurney down an austere hallway
past Elderly People in wheelchairs, many with vacant gazes. 
An Aide wearing latex gloves tosses pads into a bin.  Heloise
covers her nose with a hanky and struggles not to gag.

ISLA'S ROOM

The gurney enters a cramped room with two hospital beds.  An
Elderly Lady in the first bed keeps a watchful eye.  Travis
sighs with despair as he examines the grim facilities.

INT. SCHMIDT FAMILY HOME - LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

Travis, downhearted, sifts through a box of memorabilia.  He
pauses to swig Bourbon from a bottle.  "It's a Wonderful
Life" plays in the b.g.  He picks up a book.  "Diary" is
printed on the cover.  Travis turns the key in the lock. 

He relents.  Turns the key back.  Sets the diary down.  He
extracts a frail cigar with a wrapper stating "It's a Boy!". 
He hesitates, but finally unwraps it.
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INT.  HELOISE'S HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

Heloise withdraws Christmas Stockings from a box.  Marilyn,
Cooper and Isla's names are on them.  She sighs.  Sets the
stockings down.  Rises.  Flips the light switch off.  The
room darkens as the bulb filament in the overhead light dims.

INT. SCHMIDT FAMILY HOME - LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

Embers brighten as Travis drags on a cigar.  The faint glow
illuminates Travis's face in an otherwise unlit room.

MASTER BEDROOM

Travis takes a 12 gauge shotgun from his closet.  He extracts
one 3" hollow-point deer slug from a box.  He loads the gun.

EXT. SCHMIDT FAMILY HOME - BACK YARD - NIGHT

Travis pumps the chamber with purpose.  He shoves the shotgun
barrel under his chin.  He squints.  Grimaces.  Places a
quivering finger on the trigger.  He shakes profoundly. 

He holds it for what seems an eternity.  Headlights illuminate
the yard as a truck pulls into the driveway.  Travis withdraws
from view and lowers the shotgun.  A vehicle door shuts.

TRAVIS
Back here, Kurt.

Kurt turns the corner.  Travis feigns composure.

KURT
Ellen said takin' ya out to shoot
some pool might brighten your spirits.

(he spies the shotgun)
Whoa.  Looks like you were fixin' to
shoot somethin'.

TRAVIS
I heard a skunk.  Gimme a minute.

Travis heads towards the back door.

KURT
Try and find my Don Rigsby CD, will
ya.  Don't kill yourself if ya can't.

Travis halts, the irony of Kurt's comment giving him pause.

INT. CONVALESCENT HOSPITAL - ISLA'S ROOM - DAY

SUPER: "14 YEARS LATER"
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ISLA

morphs from seven years old to twenty one years old.  Her
physiognomy matures.  Faint age lines appear.  She's pale
and gaunt, yet inherently pretty despite the vacuous stare.

Heloise, at her side, has aged gracefully, her 'salt and
pepper' hair turning only to 'salt'.  She sings "Suo Gan"
while exercising Isla's arms.  Concluding, she rises slowly,
labored.  Heloise gives Isla a tender kiss on the forehead.

INT. CONVALESCENT HOSPITAL - ISLA'S ROOM - NIGHT

At Isla's bedside, Travis plays guitar, and Kurt picks a
banjo.  They sing a soft, country version of "Sweet Child of
Mine".  Travis appears to have aged twenty years.

ISLA (V.O.)
Nothin' I love more than music. 
Apparently I heard lots during my
coma, but it didn't bring me to.

Kurt bends over and bestows a gentle kiss on Isla's forehead. 
Travis kneels and gives Isla a kiss on her cheek.

INT. CONVALESCENT HOSPITAL - ISLA'S ROOM - DAY

Crystals surround Isla's head on a pillow.  Heloise witnesses
an Aging Hippie dangling a pyramid above her face.

ISLA (V.O.)
Daddy said Grandma tried every
cockamamie method known to man for
snapping me outta my coma.

INT. CONVALESCENT HOSPITAL - ISLA'S ROOM - DAY

An obese female AROMATHERAPIST in a dazzling Muumuu wafts
vapors from a smoldering pot towards Isla as Heloise watches.

ISLA (V.O.)
Guess they didn't hurt none...

INT. CONVALESCENT HOSPITAL - ISLA'S ROOM - DAY

A Native American SHAMAN chants and dances with fervor while
swirling dream-catchers over Isla as Heloise looks on.

ISLA (V.O.)
... but didn't help none, neither.
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MRS. STROUD (84) rolls her wheelchair away in a feisty huff. 
Curious Employees, gathered at the door, part for her exit.

ISLA (V.O.)
I appreciate Grandma tryin' and all,
bless her heart.

A Manager waves everyone back to work, then shuts the door.

EXT. CONVALESCENT HOSPITAL - PARKING LOT - DAY

Shivering on a cold day, Heloise speaks on her mobile phone.

HELOISE
So what kind of responses have you
gotten with your...

(looks around warily)
... "medical marijuana" therapy?

COMA THERAPIST
(stoned)

Like, maybe one out of every fifty... 
no, maybe twenty, people respond.

HELOISE
By "respond", you mean they awaken?

COMA THERAPIST
Nah.  Mostly they sneeze... or cough.

HELOISE
That's it?  Coughing and sneezing? 
I could get a better reaction by
jabbing a needle in her keester.

Heloise's comment spurs a brainstorm.

INT. CONVALESCENT HOSPITAL - ISLA'S ROOM - DAY

An Asian Acupuncturist (75) places needles on Isla's spine. 
Heloise takes a needle.  She lifts the towel covering Isla's
butt, then jabs it in a cheek.  Isla displays no reaction.

HELOISE
Sorry, Honey.  I had to try.

The female Acupuncturist shoots Heloise a perturbed glance.

EXT. CONVALESCENT HOSPITAL - PARKING LOT - DAY

A large, male African-American ATTENDANT lifts Isla from her
wheelchair into Heloise's car.  Isla wears a bicycle helmet.
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HELOISE
Careful.  Set her down gently.

ATTENDANT
Whew, good thing ya told me.  I was
fixin' to body slam her ass down.

Heloise fires a nasty look, but his convivial smile disarms
her.  The massive man positions Isla with care.  Wipes his
brow.  Heloise locks Isla down with braces and straps.

ATTENDANT
You live in Cincy and you drive all
the way down here every weekend? 
That's some mad love.  Why ya drivin'
someone comatose round town fo anyway?

She evaluates him judiciously, then lowers her guard.

HELOISE
A Man in Arkansas was in a coma for
nineteen years.  Nineteen.  His family
took him everywhere... picnics,
fishing, shopping, you name it.

Heloise adjusts Isla's posture in her seat, then faces him.

HELOISE
One day, he just snapped out of it. 
They never gave up.  Neither will I.

EXT. PARK - DAY

A beautiful, serene locale -- a lake, trees, grass, ducklings,
people strolling about.  Heloise and Isla park and 'watch'.

INT. HELOISE'S CAR (PARKED) - DAY

Heloise eyes Isla somberly, yearning for any reaction.  Holds
Isla's limp hand.  She sniffles.  Wipes her eyes.

HELOISE
You're all the family I have left.

INT. CONVALESCENT HOSPITAL - MEETING ROOM - DAY

Travis and Heloise sit with a DOCTOR and an ADMINISTRATOR.

DOCTOR
All in all, there's been no change
this past year.
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TRAVIS
All in all there's been no change
for the past fourteen years.

DOCTOR
We're doing what we can.

Travis begins to speak, then refrains, but finally proceeds.

TRAVIS
Are we doing what's best for her? 
By keeping her alive?

Heloise grows enraged with Travis.

HELOISE
Don't you dare.

TRAVIS
We need to be sure we're doing what's
best for Isla, not for us.

HELOISE
You threaten to pull the plug --

TRAVIS
I'm simply asking the question --

HELOISE
I will sell everything I have to
fight you.

TRAVIS
Try selling everything you have to
help me, instead.  The insurance
money runs out soon.

HELOISE
There was over a million dollars.

TRAVIS
And it's been over fourteen years of
extensive medical care.

(to Doctor)
What are the odds that she'll come
out of her coma at this point?

DOCTOR
It's impossible to say.

TRAVIS
Try.  How often does it happen?

DOCTOR
It's uncommon for someone to emerge
from a prolonged, multi-year coma.
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TRAVIS
(to Heloise)

It's possible we've been selfish all
these years, doing what we want...

Heloise closes her notebook and rises to leave.

TRAVIS
... instead of what she'd want.

HELOISE
I am not giving up hope.  When I
die, or heaven forbid if she dies,
that's when I'll give up hope.

TRAVIS
We've had our differences, Heloise,
but at least we have a common goal..
doing what's best for her.

HELOISE
She's not suffering.  She's not in
pain.

TRAVIS
She's not living, either.

DOCTOR
There are newer tests which might
detect subliminal brain activity.

Heloise and Travis stop and listen, anxious for any answer.

INT. CONVALESCENT HOSPITAL - ISLA'S ROOM - DAY

An Indian Man, DR. PRAJAPATI, addresses Isla.  An EEG cap
with many electrodes encompasses her head.  Heloise monitors
with a skeptical expression.  An Assistant also looks on. 
The Doctor speaks slowly, enunciating carefully.

DR. PRAJAPATI
I parked my car in the oven.

Upon the final word, he presses a hand-held electronic button.

DR. PRAJAPATI
You took a bite of his dress.

(he presses the button)
We built a snowman out of mud.

LATER

Dr. Prajapati peruses the EEG graphs, carefully marking the
report.  Heloise waits on pins and needles.
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The Assistant cleans Isla's scalp with a solvent.

DR. PRAJAPATI
Her N400 score indicates that she
retains cognitive function.

Heloise brightens.  Dr. Prajapati shows her the report.  He
displays spikes on the graph.

DR. PRAJAPATI
She spikes four hundred milliseconds
after the absurd statements.  She is
struggling to make sense of these
nonsensical statements.

Heloise clasps her hands, glimmering with renewed hope.

LATER

Outside Isla's window, Heloise walks in the parking lot with
Dr. Prajapati.  Assistant rolls equipment cases behind him. 
They shake hands.  Both go to their respective cars.

Isla mutters in a gravelly voice.

ISLA
Mud.

INT. CONVALESCENT HOSPITAL - ISLA'S ROOM - DAY

Mrs. Stroud calls to Lead Nurse as she passes her door.  She
gestures to a curtain between the two beds.

MRS. STROUD
That girl over there keeps yammering.

LEAD NURSE
Lordy, Mrs. Stroud, now you complain
about your comatose neighbors?  Bet
you spit out your meds again.

Lead Nurse searches the tray table.

ISLA (O.S.)
(raspy)

Dry.

Lead Nurse hears Isla.  Halts dead.  A look of bewilderment
overtakes her.  She pulls the curtain back, revealing Isla.

Isla turns towards the curtain.  Her head flops helplessly
to the side.  Lead Nurse stares at her, mouth agape.  Isla's
eyes dart about, viewing the unfamiliar surroundings. 

Lead Nurse cups upraised hands over her mouth in amazement.
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LEAD NURSE
Sweet Jesus of Galilee, take me home
now... I have seen everything.

Lead Nurse gingerly straightens Isla's head back up.  Isla
struggles to drag a hand to her throat.

ISLA
Thir - sty.

LEAD NURSE
I'll bet.  We'll work on that.

Outside the window an ambulance arrives, lights flashing. 
Isla sees the lights.  She struggles to speak, hindered by a
dry mouth and fourteen years of vocal inactivity.

ISLA
Flashin' - lights - still - here?

EXT. CONVALESCENT HOSPITAL - PARKING LOT - DAY

Heloise parks her car and exits.  She carries a paper bag
and a cup of coffee.  She eyes the ambulance with concern,
then passes Isla's window.  A cluster of Nurses surround
Isla.  Overtaken with fear, Heloise lumbers inside.

INT. CONVALESCENT HOSPITAL - ISLA'S ROOM - DAY

Heloise trudges towards the bed in a panic.  Lead Nurse sees
Heloise, and attempts to calm her and prepare her.

Heloise barges past Lead Nurse.  She looks down.  Grimacing
with discomfort, Isla turns toward Heloise.  Heloise gasps. 
Drops her coffee cup.  It splatters on the floor.  Rendered
speechless, Heloise can only gawk in shock.

ISLA
Grand - ma?

Joyous tears stream down Heloise's face.  She bends over and
embraces Isla.

ISLA
Old?

HELOISE
Yes dear, I suppose I am old now.

Isla attempts to raise her atrophied arms and hug her Grandma
in return.  Lead Nurse lifts Isla's arms onto Heloise's back.
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INT. TRAVIS'S CHURCH - WORSHIP HALL - DAY

Travis passes offering plates across the pews.  He extracts
a vibrating phone from his pocket.  It reads "HELL-oise". 
He presses "cancel" and stuffs it back inside his pocket.

INT. CONVALESCENT HOSPITAL - ISLA'S ROOM - DAY

Heloise snarls and presses redial, displaying "Travisty".

HELOISE
Damn you, Travis Schmidt.

INT. TRAVIS'S CHURCH - NARTHEX DOORWAY - DAY

Travis steps away from the Ushers, muttering as he retrieves
his vibrating phone.

TRAVIS
(whispering, rushed)

I'm at church.  What's wrong?

INTERCUT WITH ISLA'S ROOM

Heloise holds the phone for Isla, covering the microphone.

HELOISE
(whispers)

Just say "Hi" to your Dad.

Isla is rattled, unsure of what to do.

Travis twirls his free hand, 'encouraging' Heloise to hurry.

TRAVIS
Quickly please, Heloise, or I'll
have to call ya back later.

He awaits a response.  Hearing none, he pulls the phone from
his ear and prepares to shut it off.

ISLA
(faint)

Dad - dy?

Travis freezes in puzzled astonishment, listening intently.

ISLA
Dad - dy?

TRAVIS
Isla? 
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Travis's yell disrupts the somber gathering within the church.

TRAVIS
ISLA?!  Oh dear God, Sweetheart, is
that really you?

ISLA (O.S.)
Me.

Travis shoves a brass offering plate at an Usher, who can't
grab it in time.  The plate crashes on the floor, scattering
money about.  The agitated Usher scurries to scoop it up.

TRAVIS
I'm comin' Isla, soon as I can.

Travis shuts off his phone and runs into the Worship Hall.

END INTERCUT

WORSHIP HALL

Travis interrupts the service.  He yells towards Kurt.

TRAVIS
Kurt!  Isla is awake!

Travis gestures for Kurt to leave.  Kurt is dazed.  Ellen
urges him on.  Travis shouts to the gathering.

TRAVIS
My little girl is awake!

Chatter erupts.  The Choir halts.  Some yell "Praise God",
others "Hallelujah".  Travis stampedes for the exit.  Usher
attempts to hug Travis, but Travis nearly tramples him.

EXT. TRAVIS'S CHURCH - DAY

Kurt's truck spews a cloud of dirt and gravel as it speeds
away from the serene white church nestled against a hillside.

INT. CONVALESCENT HOSPITAL - ISLA'S ROOM - DAY

Travis rushes inside, pausing to gaze upon Isla.  He rushes
to embrace her.  She's surprised by his emotional display. 
Heloise looks on, beaming.

ISLA
Eve-ry-one - so - happy.

Too happy for words, Travis retracts to gaze upon her.
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TRAVIS
You really see me now.  For so long,
you seemed to look right through me,
like I was a ghost.

Isla examines his face.

ISLA
Older - Daddy.  Grandma - too.

TRAVIS
Yeah, I got some gray hairs now.

ISLA
Where's - Momma?

Travis freezes.  He looks to Heloise.  Heloise looks back
with dread and shakes her head.  Travis takes one of Isla's
hands, Heloise holds the other.  He composes his thoughts. 
Isla notes their hesitation and panics.

TRAVIS
Honey, a truck hit ya, and --

HELOISE
You were asleep a long time --

TRAVIS
And God decided it was time for Momma
and Cooper to join Him up in Heaven.

Isla seizes.  Cogitates.  Tries to ignore her fear.

ISLA
When - they - comin' - back?

Travis shakes his head.  Isla shouts, angered, insistent.

ISLA
When?!

HELOISE
Honey, they can't come back.

TRAVIS
They're waitin' up in Heaven for us
to join them some day.

ISLA
No!

She lapses into hysterics.  Struggles to pull the blanket
over her face.  Thrashes as much as her withered body allows.

ISLA
Go - away!
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Travis and Heloise look to each other for concurrence.

ISLA
Go away!

Both rise with reluctance.  Release Isla's hands.

ISLA
No!  Stay!

They remain and console her.  Heloise pulls the blanket off
Isla's face.  She's a quivering fountain of tears.

HALLWAY (LATER)

Heloise confers with the Head Nurse.

HELOISE
I feel so selfish.  I've envisioned
this day with utter joy a thousand
times.  Not once did I realize how
horrific it would be for her.

ANOTHER HALLWAY

Travis speaks with Kurt and Ellen.

TRAVIS
Sounds stupid, I admit, but I pictured
her maturing as she grew older, not
stuck as a seven year old.

INT. CONVALESCENT HOSPITAL - ISLA'S ROOM - NIGHT

Heloise watches Isla's eyes drift shut, and speaks abruptly.

HELOISE
What do you want to be when you...
well, what do you want to be?

Isla awakens.  Her voice has improved, but is still raspy.

ISLA
I wanna hold a carnation, where I'm
crowned a Princess.

HELOISE
Oh, I get you now.  Coronation, Hun. 
A Carnation's a flower.

ISLA
And I'll marry a handsome Prince.
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HELOISE
Kiddo, you're not likely to meet a
real prince in West Virginia. 

(muttering to herself)
God knows your mother didn't.  He is
a royal pain, however.

ISLA
But if I'm a Princess, anyone I marry
will be a Prince.

HELOISE
True.  Look, I want you to live with
me in Cincinnati, once you're able.

ISLA
I guess so.  Okay.  Sure.

Travis enters, and hands Heloise a shopping bag.

HELOISE
I'll stay here with her tonight.

TRAVIS
Okay.  If your Grandma's gonna stay
with ya, I'll go start fixin' up
your room for when ya come home.

ISLA
Grandma said I'm gonna live with her
when I get out.

Travis shoots a fiery glare at Heloise.

HELOISE
I only said she's welcome to... and
that I'd like her to.

Travis takes a deep breath to get himself under control.

TRAVIS
(to Isla)

I always figured, when this day came,
you'd come on back home to me.

HELOISE
You're never home, what with all
your concert tours.

TRAVIS
You're getting along in years to
take care of her.

HELOISE
You're never sober, Travis.
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TRAVIS
At least I'm only middle-aged, as
opposed to being born during the
Middle Ages, Heloise.

ISLA
Can't I live with both of you?

Travis and Heloise look at each other, cursing the thought. 
Isla looks between her loved ones, challenged by her quandary.

ISLA
Maybe I'll live with Grandma first,
then I'll come live with Daddy.

HELOISE
(to Travis)

There are better resources for her
in Cincinnati.  Do what's best for
Isla.  Who would take care of whom?

Travis wilts, unable to argue.  He turns to Isla.

TRAVIS
When we get ya back on your feet,
you can decide where ya wanna be. 
I'll see ya in the mornin', Kitten. 
Thank God you're back.

He kisses Isla.  Turns and leaves.  Gives praise skyward.

EXT. GARDEN OF EDEN CEMETERY - NIGHT

A dark night, with low hanging mist.  A flashlight beam shines
as boots trudge past a slalom of headstones.  The flashlight
beam illuminates two inset markers: "Marilyn Schmidt, 1966-
1998" and "Cooper Schmidt, 1987-1998".

Travis sinks to his knees, sobbing, yet delirious with joy.

TRAVIS
Our baby is back with us!

INT. CONVALESCENT HOSPITAL - ISLA'S ROOM - NIGHT

Only a ray of light from the hallway spills into the dark
room.  Isla awakens.  Heloise stirs from her grogginess.

ISLA
Grandma?  Can I see Sheba?

HELOISE
Honey, Sheba's gone.  She was an old
dog even before your coma.
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Isla shrivels, crestfallen.

ISLA
But she wasn't even in the car.

HELOISE
She was fifteen.  At seven dog years
for each human year, she lived to be
kinda like a hundred and five.

ISLA
I can't add that high.

HELOISE
I know, but that's multiplication.

ISLA
I wish I was still in my coma.

Isla turns away, distraught.  Heloise reels.  Dispirited,
Isla gazes at her clock -- "4:22".

INT. CONVALESCENT HOSPITAL - ISLA'S ROOM - DAY

The clock now reads "8:52".  Isla still stares.  An untouched
breakfast sits on her tray.  Heloise pines.  Ellen arrives
with shopping bags.  She and Heloise extract beauty supplies.

ISLA'S BATHROOM

Travis lifts Isla out of her wheelchair, high enough for her
to peer into a mirror.  She examines her reflection.

Her face displays conflicting emotions -- wonderment --
confusion -- approval -- anger.

She looks down, astonished.  She cups and lifts two unfamiliar
protrusions on her chest... her breasts.

ISLA
I have boobies!

Everyone snickers.  Isla caresses her unfamiliar visage. 
Her brow furrows as she gazes at her new countenance.

PHYSICAL THERAPY ROOM

MAYASA (28), a amiable, hefty African-American woman, lifts
Isla upright from her wheelchair.  Travis and Heloise watch. 
She waits for Isla to steady herself, then sets her down.

MAYASA
Okay, mm-hmmm, that's a good start.
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ISLA
But you did all the work, Mayasa.

MAYASA
By the time I'm done with ya, Girl,
you'll be doin' somersaults.  Let's
put on some music.  Whatcha like? 

Mayasa shows several CDs to Isla, who peruses them blankly.

MAYASA
Usher?  Adele?  Coldplay?

ISLA
Do ya have "The Lion King"?

Mayasa twists her head with surprise.

SERIES OF SHOTS (ALL IN THE PHYSICAL THERAPY ROOM)

Isla walks with her hands on parallel handrails as Mayasa
steadies her by grasping her physical therapy belt.

Mayasa guides Isla's hand as she assists her with regaining
her printing skills.

Isla drops garbage into a trash can with a reacher.  She
pinches her sleeping father's nose with the device.  He jolts
awake.  Isla laughs.  Mayasa chuckles.  Travis isn't amused.

END SERIES OF SHOTS

INT. CONVALESCENT HOSPITAL - ISLA'S ROOM - DAY

Isla sits in a wheelchair, speaking to a male NEUROLOGIST
(60s), seated across from her.  Heloise and Travis listen.

ISLA
(slowing, weary)

Sometimes I can't stay a...

Isla's chin slaps against her chest, asleep.  She falls
forward.  The Neurologist jostles her back into her seat.

NEUROLOGIST
Never seen anyone nod off that
abruptly.  Injury-induced narcolepsy
would be my guess.

Neurologist prods Isla.  She finally stirs back awake, cranky,
but coherent.  Neurologist jots notes.

NEUROLOGIST
Last question, Isla.  What three
words did I ask you to recall?
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ISLA
Didn't ask me to "recall" nothing.

Neurologist halts.  He eyes her with distress, as do both
Heloise and Travis.

ISLA
You asked me to "remember" ball,
tree and fork.

Neurologist smiles.  Makes more notes.

HELOISE
So how long will it take for her to,
you know, get back to normal?

ISLA
That's what I want.  To be normal
again.  Normal and happy.

NEUROLOGIST
What does normal mean to you, Isla?

ISLA
You know, normal happy folks, like
Mom and Dad, and Grandma.  I wanna
get married.  I wanna have kids.

(an afterthought)
And I wanna do something special. 
Make my mark, as Daddy says.

NEUROLOGIST
Great.  You can.  You slept a long
time, but your brain has been
healing... part of neuroplasticity,
known as cortical remapping.

ISLA
Can you say that in American?

NEUROLOGIST
Your memory seems fine, Isla, and
you appear capable of learning.  But
it will be difficult for you.

ISLA
I'm really good at school.

NEUROLOGIST
That was before your injury.  It
will be harder now.  I have the
capacity to be a body-builder...

(he pats his fat belly)
... but I lack the commitment.
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ISLA
But I wanna catch up really bad.

He takes her hand.

NEUROLOGIST
That's wonderful.  You can do it. 
But you might not ever drive a car,
or even walk without a walker.

Isla scowls.  She withdraws her hand from his in defiance.

NEUROLOGIST
And I'm sorry, but you shouldn't
have children.  You fall asleep
without warning.  What if you had a
baby in a tub?  The baby could drown.

Isla turns to her side in denial, ignoring him.

LATER

Isla is in bed, staring out the window, disconsolate.  Heloise
sets a consoling hand on Isla, but she pulls away.  Out in
the parking lot, a father holds a cheerful child atop his
shoulders.  Isla watches.  Soon her gaze droops downward.

INT. CONVALESCENT HOSPITAL - PHYSICAL THERAPY ROOM - DAY

Isla struggles with all her might to lift herself out of the
wheelchair.  Mayasa steadies her.

ISLA
I'll show that Doctor.  I will walk. 
Someday I'll walk down the wedding
aisle, on my own.

Isla's arms tremble with strain, but she hoists herself erect. 
Isla is shocked.  Beams from ear to ear.  Mayasa hugs her.

MAYASA
That's the spirit.  You go, Girl!

ISLA
Already?  We just got started.

MAYASA
No, as in way to go, Girl.  Gotta be
careful what I say to you.

INT. CONVALESCENT HOSPITAL - HALLWAY - DAY

Mayasa stands before Heloise, Travis and a crowd of Hospital
Staff, who stand peering towards the Physical Therapy Room.
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MAYASA
May I present, the Amazing Isla.

Mayasa gestures.  Isla wobbles forward with a walker, slowly,
yet upright.  Heloise melts.  Travis and others cheer.  Mayasa
removes her name badge and pins it on Isla, who is puzzled.

MAYASA
Mayasa is Swahili for "walks proudly". 
Today, no one walks more proudly
than you do.

Mayasa gives her a huge hug.  Isla stands aglow with pride.

EXT. CONVALESCENT HOSPITAL - PARKING LOT - DAY

Heloise sits behind the steering wheel of her Buick as Mayasa
and Travis help Isla into the passenger seat. 

MAYASA
(to Isla)

'Member, keep exercisin'.  Whatever
you're not usin', you're losin'.

Mayasa hands Isla a gift.

MAYASA
I got ya a goin' away present.  Invite
me to that wedding, now.  Wanna see
you walk down the aisle.

Isla unwraps "The Lion King" soundtrack CD with a huge smile. 
Mayasa gives her a bear hug.

Travis hands Isla her diary.

TRAVIS
Thought you might want this and read
your old entries.  Maybe write some
new ones.

ISLA
I never wrote nothing in it.

Travis gives her a kiss goodbye, then shuts the door.

TRAVIS
I'll come see ya soon, Kitten.

Isla waves, weeping.  Travis and Mayasa and Staff wave back. 
Heloise backs out.  Isla squeezes on a football helmet.  As
she drives away, Heloise sneers at the helmet.  Isla notices
Heloise's reaction, and huffs in defiance.
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INT. HELOISE'S CAR (MOVING) - INTERSTATE 64 - DAY

They drive through the gentle rolling hills of Kentucky
Bluegrass Country.  Isla removes the CD from its sleeve.

HELOISE
My car doesn't play those thingies.

Isla presses "Load" on the radio and slides the CD inside. 
Soon, "The Lion King" plays.

HELOISE
Well I'll be damned.  Oops, darned.

ISLA
You can say damned, Grandma.  I don't
give a shit.

HELOISE
Isla Rose Schmidt, you're not too
old to wash your mouth with soap.

ISLA
I am too, Grandma.  I'm old 'nuff to
drink.  I ain't a baby no more.

A car honks in the fast lane.  The Driver flips Heloise 'the
bird', then speeds away.  Heloise's eyes are locked on the
road.  She never sees him.

ISLA
What does this mean?

Isla raises her middle finger at Heloise, who is outraged. 
Heloise slaps her hand down.

HELOISE
Someone flipped me off?

ISLA
Guy who passed you did it.  What
does "flip you off" mean?

Heloise waves, indicating she won't discuss it.  Isla leans
in, glances at the speedometer, which displays "44" M.P.H.

HELOISE
I'm driving slow for your sake, thank
you very much.  I've been driving
since Harry Truman was President.

Isla turns away in frustration.  She gazes out the window.
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EXT. GROCERY STORE PARKING LOT - DAY

Heloise approaches the store, pushing a shopping cart.  Isla
is behind a walker.  Isla notices familiar stick-figure decals
on a car and grows melancholy, until the sight of a firetruck
parked in front of the store excites her.

INT. GROCERY STORE - BAKING GOODS AISLE - DAY

Heloise points to a red and white can.

HELOISE
If you want me to make my fudge,
grab a can of evaporated milk.

ISLA
I love your fudge.

Isla grabs and shakes a can of Carnation Evaporated Milk.

ISLA
It hasn't evaporated.  I can hear
liquid inside the can.

HELOISE
Well, it doesn't mean...  I think
they take... Oh, I don't know why
the hell they call it evaporated.

ISLA
(sounding it out)

Car - nah - tie - on?

Heloise points out the syllables to Isla.

HELOISE
Car-nay-shun.

ISLA
"T-I-O-N" is "shun"?  Geez.  Never
will get reading.  Hey, you said a
carnation was a flower.

HELOISE
Not everything in life is simple.

Isla rolls her eyes in concurrence.

BOTTLED JUICE AISLE

Isla notices two Firefighters and approaches them.  A young
Firefighter grabs a bottle of "Clamato".  BRYCE is carefree
and alert, and not all that much older than Isla.
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ISLA
That any good?  Clay-may-toe?

Bryce hams up singing to "Let's Call The Whole Thing Off".

BRYCE
You say claymaytoe, I say Clamotto.

Isla stares blankly, baffled.  Bryce's hopeful smile wanes.

BRYCE
You say potaytoe, I say pototto...? 
Let's Call the Whole Thing Off...?

ISLA
What-ever, sorry I bothered you.

She turns away, irked.  Bryce tries to retain her attention.

BRYCE
It's tomato juice, with a hint of
clam juice.  Get it?  Clam-mato?

ISLA
Yeah, I get it.  Clams give juice?

BRYCE
Not unless you count pulverizing
them, then calling the liquefied
secretions 'juice'.

Isla scowls.  OLDER FIREMAN waves for Bryce to follow.

OLDER FIREMAN
Rookie?  Let's go.  Yo?  Bryce?

Bryce waves him ahead.  Older Fireman grouses, but proceeds.

BRYCE
I admit it doesn't sound appetizing
put that way, but it's not bad.

ISLA
Are there other fish juice and
vegetable juice combinations?

BRYCE
No, I don't think so.  Technically a
tomato's a fruit though, but my guess
would be no either way.

Bryce's quizzical expression indicates he finds this encounter
odd, yet he's intrigued by Isla.  She peruses the shelves.
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ISLA
They could make others.  Like cabbage
and crab together could be "Crabbage".

Bryce laughs aloud.  At first, Isla seems offended.  Soon,
she enjoys having made Bryce laugh.

ISLA
Or maybe like "Cauliflounder"?

Bryce chuckles out loud yet again.

BRYCE
You're hilarious.  You do standup?

ISLA
No.  Doctor says without my walker,
I'd fall flat on my ass.

BRYCE
No, I meant -- no, never mind.

Bryce nods and smiles.  Isla smiles back, amused, smitten. 
Heloise approaches, scowling and straining to eavesdrop.

ISLA
Where's your fire station?

BRYCE
Down the road a bit, on the left.

ISLA
Ya have one of those big poles?

Bryce chuckles.  Isla is oblivious to her double-entendre.

BRYCE
You mean at the station?  Yeah, it's
an old station house.

ISLA
Ya think I could I slide down your
pole sometime?

Bryce blushes and laughs, certain she's flirting with him.

BRYCE
You're not one to beat around the
bush, are you?

Heloise stomps forward, snarling, giving Bryce the evil eye. 
She steers Isla away, even though Isla resists.

HELOISE
(to Bryce)

Pardon me, but we're done here.
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Bryce remains, frustrated and perplexed.  Isla grows huffy
and plants herself.  She confers with Heloise in whispers.

ISLA
I think he likes me.

HELOISE
More than you know.  Don't you dare
give him your phone number.

ISLA
I don't even know my number.  But
I'll do what I want.  I'm an adult.

HELOISE
If you're going to live under my
roof, young lady, it'll be under my
rules.  You're not dating him.

Heloise moves on, exasperated, and periodically looking warily
over her shoulder.  Isla returns to Bryce.

Older Fireman appears in the aisle, waving his handheld radio.

OLDER FIREMAN
Bryce, let's go.  Cardiac.

Older Fireman hurries off.

Isla's eyes close.  She plummets towards the floor.  Bryce
springs.  Catches her.  He carries her to an empty checkout
conveyor belt and gingerly sets her down.  He places a roll
of paper towels under her head.

ISLA (V.O.)
He swooped me up in his arms.  Thought
this was my Knight in shining armor.

Bryce checks for a pulse on Isla, then yells towards Heloise.

BRYCE
Ma'am!  I think she fainted.  I have
an emergency call.

ISLA (V.O.)
I slept right through it.  Thought
we had what they call "a connection".

Heloise rushes towards Isla, both incensed and concerned as
she sees Isla on a checkout belt and Bryce rushing away.

ISLA (V.O.)
But "poof"... he was gone.
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INT. HELOISE'S HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - DAY

Isla eyes the house.  A smile of fond recognition appears.

HELOISE
First door on the right, as always.

Isla struggles to push her walker and pull her suitcase. 
Heloise reaches to help.  Isla pushes her hand away, annoyed. 
Heloise relents and huffs in exasperation.

INT. HELOISE'S HOUSE - ISLA'S ROOM - NIGHT

Moonlit shadows of windblown leaves quiver against the wall. 
Isla remains awake, terrified.  An aging water heater in the
basement RUMBLES.  She flinches.  Turns on the light.

She grabs a handheld mirror off the nightstand.  Lifts the
bedspread off the floor.  Warily glances underneath the bed.

INT. PSYCHOLOGIST'S OFFICE - DAY

A female PSYCHOLOGIST (26) jots notes.  Heloise monitors the
session from the corner.  Isla lays on a couch, in a funk.

PSYCHOLOGIST
A Psychologist is a doctor you talk
to about your feelings.

ISLA
I feel just terrible.  My Mom's dead,
my brother's dead, even my dog's
dead.  I can't walk.  I can't drive. 
I can't have kids.

PSYCHOLOGIST
That's why you're here, to talk about
your depression.

ISLA
Oh my God!  Am I broke, too?

PSYCHOLOGIST
I have no idea.  Why do you ask?

ISLA
Grandma lived during a depression. 
She didn't have 'nuff to eat.

(panicked, to Heloise)
Are we gonna starve?

PSYCHOLOGIST
Your Grandmother was talking about
"The Great Depression".
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ISLA
If everybody was hungry and broke,
what was so great about it?

PSYCHOLOGIST
That kind of depression's financial. 
Your depression is emotional.

Annoyed and distraught, Isla lifts a pillow over her face.

PSYCHOLOGIST
There's enormous possibilities ahead
for you.  You need to focus on your
future, not on your past.

Isla flips over and buries her face in the couch cushions.

PSYCHOLOGIST
Can you promise me you'll do that?

ISLA
(nodding, muffled)

Uh-huh, I promise.  Can I go now?

PSYCHOLOGIST
(to Heloise)

Let's give her a little break.

HELOISE
I'm not paying a hundred bucks an
hour for you to drink coffee, if
you're even old enough for coffee.

PSYCHOLOGIST
Baby steps.  The only way to eat an
elephant is one bite at a time.

Isla bolts upright.

ISLA
I'm so poor I havta eat elephant?

PSYCHOLOGIST
Eating an elephant is an analogy.

Isla opens her mouth wide.  Sticks her tongue out in disgust.

INT. DENTAL HYGIENIST'S ROOM - DAY

A DENTAL HYGIENIST peers into Isla's gaping mouth.  Scowls.

DENTAL HYGENIST
When was the last time you flossed?
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ISLA
Nineteen ninety eight.

Hygienist rolls her eyes, but chuckles, assuming she's joking.

DENTAL HYGENIST
Gonna need a jackhammer.

LATER

A DENTIST uses forceps to remove a decaying molar from Isla. 
He sets the tooth on the tray, and the Hygienist carries it
away.  Isla bolts upright, mumbling with cotton in her mouth.

ISLA
I need that... for the Tooth Fairy.

Dentist and the Hygienist snicker.  Isla is perplexed. 
Hygienist sees she's serious.  Sets the tooth back down.

ISLA
What'dya get for a tooth nowadays?

DENTIST
About two hundred bucks.

Isla's eyes bulge and her jaw drops.

ISLA
Whoa!  I use'ta only get a quarter.

INT. HELOISE'S CAR (MOVING) - DAY

Heloise drives.  Isla studies her.

ISLA
No Santa Claus?  No Easter Bunny?

Heloise shakes her head.

HELOISE
Sorry, Honey.

ISLA
So no Jesus?  No God?

HELOISE
I didn't say that.  Don't you dare
tell your Dad I said there's no God.

INT. HELOISE'S HOUSE - KITCHEN - NIGHT

Isla extracts a used, portable DVD player with a cord wrapped
around it from a boot box.  Travis and Heloise stand nearby.
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HELOISE
You couldn't spring for a new one?

TRAVIS
That's not the gift.  I brought this
cuz I assume you don't know what a
DVD player is, much less own one. 
The gift is what's inside it.

Travis starts it up.  Everyone gathers around to watch.

SERIES OF SHOTS

Isla (as a toddler) and Cooper splash in a wading pool. 
Isla slips.  Cooper picks her up and gives her a gentle kiss.

Marilyn places a tiara on Isla's head, the piece d'resistance
of a Halloween costume.  Isla whirls towards the mirror to
see.  Travis is seen in the background holding the camera.

Heloise snuggles up to Isla's Grandfather on a couch.  Grandpa
presents a Christmas gift to Isla.  She shreds the wrapping.

END SERIES OF SHOTS

Isla is speechless.  She snuggles up against Travis.  Heloise
turns.  Pats Travis on the back.  He looks up, stunned.  She
leaves the room, wiping her eyes.

INT. HELOISE'S HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - DAY

Heloise is alone, whispering on the phone.

HELOISE
I told you before, no interviews.

(she listens)
Well, then I told some other TV show
that.  Either way, I won't let her
be treated like some circus freak.

Heloise hangs up.

EXT. GARDEN OF EDEN CEMETERY - DAY

Isla beholds Marilyn and Cooper's graves.  Travis monitors
her guardedly, but Isla remains composed.  Heloise offers
her a tissue.  Isla shakes her head.

ISLA
Already been here like a zillion
times... in my head.

Upright headstones dominate the hillside slope.  Isla gestures
to a tall, grandiose obelisk monument.
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ISLA
Always pitchered Momma's and Coop's
headstones like those bigguns over
there, not flat like these.

HELOISE
I offered to buy nicer ones, but
your father wouldn't hear of it.

TRAVIS
Your medical bills were through the
roof.

ISLA
Where'll I be buried?

Travis motions towards the right.

TRAVIS
I'll be next to your Mom.  If you're
buried here, you'd be next to me.

A MEMORY FLASH:

From Isla's perspective in the middle seat of the minivan,
Marilyn turns to halt the skirmish between Isla and Cooper.

MARILYN
Isla, give Cooper his helmet back.

A thunderous CRASH.

BACK TO SCENE

Isla gasps in horror.  Her eyes open wider.  She lays supine
over her plot, her arms folded over her chest.  She begins
to sob.  Heloise stomps towards her.

HELOISE
What are you doing?  Get up!  I worked
too hard to keep you from here.

Heloise tries to lift her, but Isla stiffens and resists.

ISLA
I should be here.  I got them killed.

Travis gently lifts Isla upright.

TRAVIS
If it's anybody's fault it's mine. 
I should've been drivin'.

HELOISE
Damn right you should've.  If you'd
been driving instead of at some bar --
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Travis walks away, incensed.

HELOISE
-- maybe they'd both still be alive. 
You ever think of that?

TRAVIS
No, Heloise, not one damn time in
fourteen years has that thought
crossed my mind!  What if she left
five seconds sooner?  Five seconds
later?  If I'd been driving, only
difference is I'd be dead too.  That
wouldn't bother ya none, would it?

Heloise sneers and trudges away.  Travis speaks to Isla.

TRAVIS
Y'all go on.  I'll get a ride.

Isla watches forlorn as Travis jabs buttons on his cell phone.

INT. HELOISE'S CAR (STOPPED) - DAY

Heloise jabs buttons on an outdoor ATM.  The screen reads
"Incorrect PIN".  Heloise grumbles.  She punches more numbers
in with the same result.  Isla watches from behind the face
mask of her football helmet.  Heloise retrieves her card. 

HELOISE
I can't remember it right now.

Flustered, she screeches away, shoving her card in her purse.

INT. HELOISE'S HOUSE - ISLA'S ROOM - DAY

Isla pushes buttons on a remote control as she watches TV.

ON THE TV MONITOR

A heart beats inside an open chest cavity during surgery.

Billy Crystal in "When Harry Met Sally" says "men and women
can't be friends.  The sex thing always gets in the way".

A statuesque black woman interviews four Primordial Dwarves. 
Flashy graphics splash, proclaiming "The Tori Riley Show".

A DJ 'scratches' a record in a Hip Hop video.

Mrs. Gump ponders "What does normal mean, anyway?".

Well dressed men argue vehemently in a Political talk show.
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An exercise show.  A fit woman demonstrates leg lifts.

Isla lifts her legs in a workout until she witnesses United
Airlines Flight 175 crashes into the South Tower of the World
Trade Center.

ISLA

Reacts with horror and shock.

INT. HELOISE'S HOUSE - ISLA'S ROOM - DAY

Heloise looks in on Isla.  She's in bed, dead asleep.

HELOISE
Isla?  I have a prescription I need
to pick up.  Are you going to be all
right if I leave you here alone?

No response.  Heloise sighs, then closes the door.

INT. HELOISE'S HOUSE - KITCHEN - DAY

Isla holds the Princess phone, frantic.  Her fist clinches
her nightgown over her groin.  A drop of blood splatters on
the floor between her feet.  Her panic intensifies.

911 OPERATOR
Nine One One.  What's your emergency?

ISLA
I'm bleedin', and it won't stop.

911 OPERATOR
I'm dispatching paramedics.  Please
stay on the phone with me.

EXT. HELOISE'S HOUSE - DRIVEWAY - DAY

Sirens BLARE.  Emergency lights flash.  A Paramedic truck,
an ambulance and a firetruck halt on the street.  Paramedics
rush to the door.  Neighbors gather on the sidewalk and gawk.

INT. AMBULANCE - DAY

Isla is on a gurney, being rolled into the ambulance by
Attendants.  A Firefighter with a big smile approaches Isla.

BRYCE
Hey?  Remember me?

(singing)
You say Claymaytoe, I say Clamotto?
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Isla smiles.  She lifts up on her elbows.  Smoothes her hair. 
Bryce yells to Older Fireman.

BRYCE
I'm gonna ride with her.

Bryce climbs in.  Sits.  Removes a glove.  Takes her hand.

BRYCE
You'll be fine.

Isla remains apprehensive, but lays back down, reassured.

EXT. HELOISE'S HOUSE - DRIVEWAY - DAY

The emergency vehicles are gone.  Heloise pulls into the
driveway.  A Neighbor rushes to the car, speaks, then steps
back.  Heloise rushes back out of the driveway.

INT. HOSPITAL EMERGENCY ROOM WAITING AREA - DAY

Isla sits close to Bryce.  Both are laughing and cheerful.

ISLA
For breakfast you could have either
Cranberrycuda, or Grape White Shark.

BRYCE
I've got some, if you can include
the dairy section?

ISLA
I guess so.  Sure.  Why not?

BRYCE
How would this be on your breakfast
toast?  Halibut-ter...

Isla laughs, but grimaces and crinkles her nose.

BRYCE
... and Cala-margarine.

ISLA
What's Cala-margarine?

BRYCE
Calamari...?  It's squid.

ISLA
Squid.  Eww, that's disgusting.

BRYCE
Isn't that the whole idea?
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Heloise bursts through automatic doors, overwrought.

HELOISE
Isla?  Are you all right?

ISLA
Doctor said I'm fine.  Gave me some
thingies called...

(whispers)
... "tampons".  I'll tell ya what
they do later on.

Bryce fails at concealing his amusement.  Heloise reddens
with embarrassment.  Isla hands over a plastic bag.

ISLA
Doctor wants me to see some "guy who
knows colleges".  I'm not ready for
college.  I can barely read.

(gestures to Bryce)
I asked Bryce out on a date.

Heloise's jaw drops.  She recognizes Bryce, and sneers.

HELOISE
You?  You dumped her keester on the
checkout stand.  Mr. "big pole".

BRYCE
She told me her story.  I get it
now.  This won't be a 'date'.

Heloise scoffs, snarling with distrust.

HELOISE
Seriously?  Paramedics take her to
the E.R.?  In an ambulance?  Because
she's having her period? 

BRYCE
Ma'am, she called nine one one, saying
she was bleeding profusely.  We
assumed a twenty one year old knew
about menstruation.  Apparently no
one ever bothered to teach her.

Heloise looks downward, acknowledging her failure.

HELOISE
It's on the agenda.

ISLA
(quietly to heloise)

Teach me what?
(MORE)
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ISLA (CONT'D)
That why I'm supposed to go to
college?  What's that got to do with
my hoo-hoo bleeding?

Heloise gestures for Isla to get up, urging her to leave. 
Making a 'phone' with her hand, Isla indicates for Bryce to
call her.  He waves his phone, implying he has her number.

INT. STAGE - DAY

Travis talks into his phone, as Roadies set up musical
equipment.  He feigns delight.  Swigs from a flask.

TRAVIS
Really?  So, what's this guy do?

Travis mutes his phone and yells to Kurt with concern.

TRAVIS
She met some guy and asked him out.

Kurt grimaces.  Travis unmutes.  Returns to his happy persona.

INT. HELOISE'S HOUSE - ISLA'S ROOM - DAY

Isla is on the phone, alight and energetic.

INTERCUT WITH STAGE

ISLA
He's cute and smart and funny.

TRAVIS
Never expected you to start dating
before you... learned addition.

ISLA
What's addition got to do with dating?

Travis mutes his phone and yells at it in frustration.

TRAVIS
One girl plus one boy can equal one
baby.  That's what addition has to
do with dating.

Travis unmutes his phone and returns to his calm demeanor.

TRAVIS
You're still a bit young for dating.

ISLA
A lot of girls my age are married.
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Travis places his hand on his forehead, distressed.

END INTERCUT

INT. HELOISE'S HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

Isla sits waiting on the couch, dressed up, albeit in drab,
stodgy attire, and her football helmet atop her head.

HELOISE
He'll think you're a loon.

ISLA
I'm not ridin' in a car without my
helmet on.  Period.  That's it.

The doorbell rings.  Heloise throws her hands, giving up. 
Using forearm crutches, Isla rises.  She checks her look in
the mirror.  Finally, she realizes she looks preposterous. 
She yanks off the helmet, causing her hair to tousle badly.

Heloise clasps her hands, thankful.  Isla opens the door
while rearranging her demolished hairstyle.  Bryce, dressed
casually, smiles, eyeing her hairdo quizzically.

INT. STAR BURGER - NIGHT

A Patron leaves the register.  Isla and Bryce stand next in
line at a fast food chain restaurant.  As Bryce approaches
the register, Isla freezes.

ISLA
I don't get the descriptions.

BRYCE
Just point to the pictures then.

BURGER CLERK, a curt teenage girl, eyes Isla while she awaits
her order.  Isla's anxiety flares.  She slips behind Bryce.

ISLA
You do it, please.

BRYCE
You said you want to do stuff for
yourself.  Give it a try.

ISLA
I don't know how to order.

BRYCE
This is how you learn.  You can do
this.  Tell her what burger you want.
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Isla shakes her head.

BRYCE
I'm not ordering for you.  You order
it, or you don't eat.

ISLA
Fine, then I won't eat.

Isla crosses her arms and plants her feet.  Bryce steers her
forward.  Isla whines.  The irritable Clerk's patience wanes. 
Isla silently points to a picture.  The Clerk is baffled.

BURGER CLERK
You want the six dollar burger?

ISLA
It says three dot nine nine.

BURGER CLERK
Cuz it costs three ninety nine.

ISLA
Then why's it called a six dollar
burger if it only costs three bucks?

BURGER CLERK
How do I know?  I didn't name it. 
Do you want one or not?

ISLA
Yeah, with just ketchup.

BURGER CLERK
So no special sauce?

ISLA
Not unless special sauce is ketchup.

BURGER CLERK
(snotty)

No, special sauce is special sauce.

ISLA
(snotty right back)

Then no, just ketchup.

BURGER CLERK
So you don't want cheese?

ISLA
I want a cheeseburger.

BURGER CLERK
"Just ketchup" means "ketchup only",
not ketchup and cheese.
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ISLA
I want ketchup on my cheeseburger. 
A cheeseburger has cheese.  The cheese
is what makes it a "cheese-burger".

Isla turns to Bryce for reassurance.

ISLA
She don't understand English.

Isla whirls back towards the Clerk, irate, yelling.  Patrons
turn to watch the bickering duo.

ISLA
One bun!  One patty!  One slice of
cheese!  And ketchup, Einstein!

Bryce tries to calm Isla.

BURGER CLERK
Don't get smart with me.

ISLA
I bet everybody seems smart to you.

BURGER CLERK
Back on the little yellow bus, Special
Edna.  I ain't serving you.

Isla lunges towards the Clerk in a screaming fit.  She stands,
hurtling straws, cup lids, and sugar packets at the Clerk. 
Bryce and the Manager try to thwart the melee.

LATER

Bryce and Isla sit at a booth.  Two Police Officers and the
Manager stand before them.  Isla slinks behind Bryce. 

BURGER MANAGER
If she vows never to step foot in
here again, I won't press charges.

Bryce looks at Isla.  She concurs with a sheepish nod.

EXT. STAR BURGER - PARKING LOT - NIGHT

Bryce helps Isla into the truck.  She halts, mortified.

ISLA
You taking me home now?

BRYCE
No way.  That was more exhilarating
than a three alarm fire.
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Confused, Isla studies his positive expression.  His smile
prompts a smile from her.  She sits.

BRYCE
I'm a highly trained Emergency
Professional.  Takes more than a
homicidal rampage to scare me off. 
That was cathartic.

Bryce sets her crutches by her side, then gets in the truck.

ISLA
Does that mean good?  Or bad?

BRYCE
Means good.  But we do need to work
on your people skills just a tad. 
Adults don't behave like that.

ISLA
She made me so mad.

BRYCE
You still want that burger?  He said
"never step foot in there again". 
That edict doesn't pertain to the
drive-through.

He pulls out of the parking space.  Isla reacts with surprise,
but grins at his mischievous scheme.

ISLA
You talk kinda... different.

BRYCE
Sorry.  I'll use smaller words.

ISLA
That, and you use sayings... like my
Momma did.  Beatin' around the bush,
cat got your tongue, tie the knot.

Bryce waits behind another car at the order sign.

BRYCE
Those expressions come from long
ago.  Cat got your tongue is cruel,
so I'll spare you that explanation.

ISLA
No, tell me.

BRYCE
Okay, you asked.

(MORE)
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BRYCE (CONT'D)
In the Middle East, they used to
punish liars by cutting out their
tongues, which they then fed to the
King's cat.

Isla grimaces and shudders.

BRYCE
And they used to tie the bride and
groom's sleeves together at weddings
to symbolize their union, hence,
tying the knot.

That story receives a more favorable reaction from Isla.

AT THE DRIVE-THROUGH WINDOW

Bryce receives a bag the Drive Through Clerk, then waves his
hand, motioning for the Clerk to move aside, which he does. 
Bryce yells inside to Burger Clerk.

BRYCE
Excuse me?  Hey?  Sunshine?

Bryce attracts Burger Clerk's attention, then leans back. 
Isla waves to her.  The Clerk grows irate.  Yells to the
Manager, pointing.  Bryce drives off.  He and Isla bust up.

EXT. PUBLIC PARK - PARKING - NIGHT

Seated next to each other at a picnic table, Isla and Bryce
eat burgers and sip drinks in an empty, but well-lit park.

ISLA
You're kinda naughty.  I think I
like that.  You believe in God?

BRYCE
No trivial chit chat for you, huh?

ISLA
Sorry.  I don't know what boys and
girls talk about on dates.

BRYCE
No, I'm sorry.  I didn't mean to
make you feel uncomfortable.

Bryce straddles the bench and turns towards her.

BRYCE
Not that we're calling this a date,
but they just get to know each other. 
What they like.  Who they are.
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ISLA
I would never date someone if I didn't
even know who they are.

BRYCE
I mean what makes them who they are. 
What do they believe?

ISLA
Like if you believe in God?

BRYCE
Kinda.  People usually avoid politics
and religion, so they don't insult
your opinions.

ISLA
I don't really have any opinions.

Bryce smiles.

BRYCE
I believe in God, but I don't go to
church much.  Partly because of my
schedule, and partly...

He gently wipes ketchup from the side of Isla's mouth.

BRYCE
... because I can talk to God wherever
I am.  Right here if I want.

Isla smiles in concurrence.

INT. GAME ARCADE - NIGHT

Isla and Bryce meander through an active crowd.  Isla pauses
close behind a trio of 'Gangstas', watching as two of them
fire pistols sideways at Zombies.  They quickly grow annoyed
and turn to give Isla the stink eye.  Bryce guides her onward.

BRYCE
You have a wonderful innocent charm. 
I love your sense of humor.  A bit
twisted, kinda like my own.

ISLA
You're funny too, if that's what
you're saying.

BRYCE
The ability to make people laugh is
an indication of higher intellect. 
Sorry.  Means you're smart.
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ISLA
You're the smartest person I know. 
You use giant words and know so much.

Bryce helps seat Isla at a water cannon game.

BRYCE
Facts just make you educated, not
smart.  I'd bet you're smarter than
me.  I know you're very creative,
and you think quick on your feet.

Bryce helps her aim the water spray into a clown's mouth.

BRYCE
You just need time to learn.

LATER

Bryce helps Isla maneuver the handle in a claw game.  His
hand steers Isla's hand.  He positions the moving claw.

BRYCE
Now.

Isla is too focused on Bryce to react quickly.  She presses
the button late.  The claw drops.  It rises empty, but Isla
doesn't appear disappointed.

LATER

Bryce stops at race car video games and climbs into a driver's
seat.  Isla grows melancholy.  Backs away.

A loud car crash occurs on a neighboring screen.  Isla
cringes.  Moans.  Hobbles away, unsettled.  Bryce sees her. 
He makes a fist, irked at himself.  Bryce reaches Isla.

BRYCE
I wasn't thinking.  I'm sorry. 

Isla nods her downcast head.

BRYCE
I wanna help you learn.  I think I
can help you study and introduce you
to things you missed.

Isla looks at him, grateful, inspired and hopeful.

INT. HELOISE'S HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

Heloise sits, lights off, drapes drawn, listening to the
radio at low volume.  Headlights pull into the driveway.
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She slaps off the radio.  Car doors shut.  She scrambles
behind the door and peers out the peep hole.

ISLA (O.S.)
Good night.  That was fun.

A key is inserted.  Heloise scurries away, surprised.

BRYCE (O.S.)
I had fun too.  Good night.

Isla enters.  Shuts the door behind her.

ISLA
(to herself, dreamily)

Some day I'll say "I do" to him.

INT. HELOISE'S HOUSE - KITCHEN - DAY

Heloise sips coffee as she peruses the newspaper.  Isla
strolls in behind her walker, enraptured.  Her head bobs to
an MP3 player.  She sits at the table and pours cereal.

HELOISE
How was your date?

(louder, insistent)
I said how was your date!

Isla gives a thumb's up.  Heloise awaits details.  Isla
removes her ear buds.  Gestures to Heloise's newspaper.

ISLA
Guess ya didn't find your name in
the old-bitch-uaries?

Heloise glowers.  Isla is unaware of Heloise's outrage.

HELOISE
Excuse me...?

ISLA
Daddy said each morning you look for
your name in the old-bitch-uaries.

HELOISE
Did he literally say "Old bitch
uaries", or is that an 'Isla-ism'?

Isla shrugs, unsure of her meaning.

INT. ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - PRINCIPAL'S OFFICE - DAY

A stupefied, plump woman sits behind a nameplate stating
"PRINCIPAL".  Isla and Heloise sit across her desk.
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PRINCIPAL
You mean you have a Second Grader?

ISLA
No, I mean I am a Second Grader.

Isla's attention shifts away, to frolicking children on a
playground.  She watches them longingly, envious and saddened.

HELOISE
Isla lapsed into a coma when she was
seven.  It lasted fourteen years.

ISLA
(lifts her breasts)

I got boobies, but I can't spell.

HELOISE
Isla, please!  A little decorum.

PRINCIPAL
How awful.  I can only imagine. 
However, legally we can't have an
adult in a classroom with children.

HELOISE
I've been a resident here for over
fifty years.  If I have to get an
attorney to get her --

PRINCIPAL
There's no need to be contentious.

HELOISE
When you receive a lawsuit filing as
thick as a phone book, then you'll
know I'm being contentious.

PRINCIPAL
I'm sympathetic to your issue.  I
can get you materials to pursue a
GED, and offer her guidance.  But
she can't be in a classroom.

Heloise calms down.

INT. ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - TEACHER'S LOUNGE - DAY

A Teacher identifies pages in a book to Isla and Bryce.

ISLA (V.O.)
I went through elementary school
lessons like a boll weevil through
spring cotton.  Then it got tough.
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INT. HELOISE'S HOUSE - ISLA'S ROOM - DAY

Isla thumps an open book in frustration.  She rolls onto her
back to avoid the work.

ISLA (V.O.)
Algebra's really weird.  It's got
both numbers and letters, like part
Math, part English.  Go figure.

EXT. HELOISE'S HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

Seated at the window, Isla pulls the curtain aside, and
fixates on a spinning pinwheel outside in the front yard.

ISLA (V.O.)
Watching that pinwheel turn made me
wonder what kept my heart going while
my brain was shut down.

Dressed in a robe, Heloise appears in the hallway.

ISLA (V.O.)
Fourteen years slipped through my
fingers as if it were a minute.

Heloise draws near.  She takes a seat.

HELOISE
You should be in bed by now.

ISLA
I should be in college by now.  I'm
not tired, Grandma.  I just had a
fourteen year nap.

HELOISE
You need your rest to get well.

ISLA
Your basement creeps me out.  I think
ya got ghosts down there.

HELOISE
Nonsense.  My basement's a museum of
nostalgic riches.  Tomorrow we'll
explore its many wonders.

Isla gapes, half intrigued, half terrified.  Heloise rises.

HELOISE
Good night.  Be sure and flip off
the light when you go to bed.
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Isla nods, but appears confused.  Heloise leaves.  Isla rises
slowly.  Grabs her walker.  She halts by the light.  Extends
her middle finger towards it.  Waits.  Nothing happens.  She
shrugs, then continues onward, leaving the light illuminated.

INT. HELOISE'S HOUSE - BASEMENT - DAY

Isla eyes a collection of memorabilia as she creeps ahead
warily.  Heloise walks about, relishing her cherished items.

HELOISE
My basement contains the treasures
of my life, but see, no ghosts.

ISLA
Do you have a computer?

HELOISE
When I grew up, computers were beads
on rods, called an abacus.

(Heloise laughs alone)
Computers hadn't been invented.

ISLA
Really?  How sad.

HELOISE
No, how marvelous.  My generation
invented computers, mobile phones,
space exploration, satellites --

Isla lunges for a colorful book.  She sits on her walker and
thumbs through "Goodnight Moon".  She struggles to read.

ISLA
I remember this book.  Momma always
read it to me at bedtime.

Isla looks up and to her side.

FANTASY: She envisions Marilyn sitting by her, reading in
dramatic, soothing tones while displaying the illustrations.

MARILYN
"Goodnight room.  Goodnight moon. 
Goodnight cow jumping over the moon. 
Goodnight light and the red balloon."

The dim apparition fades.

BACK TO SCENE

Isla twitches nervously as Heloise speaks from behind her.
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HELOISE
I read that to your Mother every
night.  It's all she ever wanted to
hear.  Maybe someday, you'll --

Heloise halts.  Isla looks away, wounded.  Silence looms. 
Heloise opens a box, and gently unfolds a white wedding gown.

HELOISE
This was your mother's wedding dress. 
I've always hoped you could wear it
when you get married.

Isla caresses the smooth, satin fabric.

ISLA
I think I wanna pink one.

HELOISE
You'll wear white.

Heloise diverts Isla's attention to a Victor Victrola III.

HELOISE
This was my parent's phonograph. 
Might be a hundred years old now.

Heloise blows dust off a record, turns the crank, and lowers
the needle.

ISLA
Oh, I know how these work.

Heloise steps aside, dubious.  Isla 'scratches' the disk to
and fro like a Hip-Hop DJ.  Heloise dives for the record.

HELOISE
What the hell?  You'll ruin it.

Isla retracts in response to Heloise's angry outburst. 
Heloise tests the record.  It plays unharmed.  Calm returns. 

HELOISE
These records are irreplaceable.  I
love this song so.

(closes her eyes)
Fred Waring and His Pennsylvanians,
"I Found a Million Dollar Baby In a
Five and Ten Cent Store."

A song from 1930 plays.  Heloise glides to the archaic music.

HELOISE
Daddy called me his Million Dollar
Baby, back when a million bucks was

(MORE)
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HELOISE (CONT'D)
like what a billion is today.  It's
music from a different era.

ISLA
Different era?  More like a different
planet.

Heloise scowls at Isla, then returns to swaying carefree. 

Isla halts.  She glowers at Cooper's football helmet, cut in
two during surgery.  She picks it up with apprehension.

FANTASY: Cooper appears before her -- ashen, ghastly, furious.

COOPER
You got us killed!

BACK TO SCENE

Isla gasps.  Flings the helmet.  Flees towards the stairs. 
She sits on a step, backwards, and 'climbs' one step at a
time.  Heloise rushes to her side, perplexed by her reaction.

ISLA
It wasn't my fault.

EXT. MT. ECHO PARK - BRYCE'S TRUCK (PARKED) - DAY

Isla and Bryce sit on the tailgate overlooking Cincinnati. 
Bryce marks a star on the top of a paper.  He looks at Isla. 
He waves his hand in front of her face.  Her eyes are closed.

ISLA (V.O.)
I can read and write a bit, do simple
math too.  Might take forever, but
I'm gonna get my GED if it kills me.

He takes a book from Isla's hand, gently leans her back, and
rests her head on his hoodie.  He peruses his phone.

EXT. TRAVIS'S HOUSE - DAY

Kurt parks his truck.  Travis jumps out and grabs arm crutches
and luggage from the back.  Isla scoots to the door.  She
views the paint-thirsty cottage with disappointment.

INT. TRAVIS'S HOUSE - MUSIC ROOM - DAY

Isla saunters across the Spartan house to a 'conservatory'
filled with instruments.  She notices Travis's violin.
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ISLA
You play the violin?

TRAVIS (O.S.)
I can play the violin, but I choose
not to.

Isla doesn't understand.  Travis sets the violin and performs
a bit of Tchaikovsky's Violin Concerto, First Movement --
mellifluous, with passion and finesse.  Isla is enthralled.

ISLA
How is that not playin' the violin?

TRAVIS
I play Bluegrass, Country, Southern
Rock.  This here's a fiddle, y'all.

(he hollers)
Yee-Haw!

Travis performs a snippet of "The Devil Went Down To Georgia",
masterful and rousing.  He stomps about as Isla claps along.

ISLA
That was great.  I could never
remember all them notes.

TRAVIS
Sure ya can.  You learn to read one
word at a time.  You can learn music
one note at a time too.

He moves to a glimmering hammered dulcimer.

ISLA
Sweet.  Where'd ya get this?

TRAVIS
I didn't get it.  I made it.  When I
was seventeen, from a Black Walnut
tree grown on your Grandpa's farm. 
It's a hammered dulcimer.

Isla caresses the smooth, glistening surface.  Travis plays
a note, then hands another hammer to Isla and nods.

TRAVIS
Now you play that same note.

She strikes the same tone.  He plays two notes.  She follows. 
He builds note by note until she's played all six notes of
"Do You Hear What I Hear?".  Isla is enthralled.

TRAVIS
(singing)

Do you hear what I hear?
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ISLA
(singing)

Do you hear what I hear?

Travis stops, wide-eyed.

TRAVIS
Wow, you have a truly beautiful
singing voice.  Did ya know?

Isla smiles, pleased.

TRAVIS
Maybe sometime you could sing with
Kurt and me, on stage.

ISLA
I couldn't sing to a bunch of folks.

TRAVIS
You should try.  You have a gift
worthy of sharing.

Isla taps out a different series of notes.  Before long she
builds to playing "Suo Gan."  Travis halts in amazement.

ISLA
I know that song.  I know it well.

TRAVIS
Your grandma used to sing that to
you, when you were in your coma. 
She'd be thrilled to know you
remembered.  Give her a call. 

Travis places a call on his cell phone and hands it to Isla.

ISLA
Grandma, listen to this.  I can play
the hammered dulcimer.

Isla taps out "Suo Gan".

HELOISE
That's lovely, dear.  My Mother used
to sing Suo Gan to me.

ISLA
Daddy said ya used to sing that to
me when I was in my coma.

HELOISE
I don't recall that.  Probably your
father is what's 'hammered'.

Isla turns abruptly so Travis can't hear the conversation.
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ISLA
Well, I'll see ya Monday, Grandma.

Isla hangs up.  Travis's expression asks about her reaction.

ISLA
She was real happy.

EXT. TRAVIS'S HOUSE - PORCH - NIGHT

Down the hillside, lights in the valley twinkle in the
distance.  Sparks flash and buzz as bugs hit the zapper. 
Isla sits close to Travis.  He sips a glass of Bourbon.

ISLA
Daddy?  I should never have taken
Cooper's helmet.

TRAVIS
Kitten, if he wasn't wearin' it
anyway, it wouldn't-a saved him.

ISLA
But I think I distracted Momma.

TRAVIS
Witnesses said the guy swerved into
your lane.  There was nowhere to go. 
You can't blame yourself.

ISLA
It's that drunken idiot that hit us!

TRAVIS
You need to let your anger go. 

ISLA
I don't know that I can do that.  I
hate him.  That bastard ruined our
lives!

TRAVIS
I understand.  I do.  But keeping
hate all trapped up inside won't
bring your family back.  Forgive
him, or at least forget it...

(he takes a sip)
It'll take time.  In a way, you
haven't had as much time as me.

Travis's gaze drops.  He tosses the amber contents of his
glass over the railing, then mulls his empty glass.

ISLA
You don't like it?
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TRAVIS
Don't like what it does to me.  Isla,
there's somethin' I never told ya.

ISLA
I know, Daddy.  You got a drinkin'
problem.  Grandma told me.

TRAVIS
That's hardly a secret.

Travis scoots closer.  Places a loving hand on Isla's knee.

TRAVIS
We were gonna wait till ya got older
to tell ya, but then...

ISLA
Tell me what?

TRAVIS
You were adopted, Isla.  Both you
and Cooper were.  Your Momma and I
couldn't have kids of our own.

ISLA
What does that mean?  Does that mean
I'm not really your daughter?

Isla's eyes well up.  She shudders.  Travis hugs her.

TRAVIS
You're every bit my daughter, by
law, and more important, in my heart.

ISLA
So who was my real Mom?

TRAVIS
Marilyn was your Mom.  Parenting is
about love, not about blood.

ISLA
Okay, but who --

TRAVIS
Your birthmother was a fifteen year
old girl who couldn't raise you. 
But she gave birth to you instead of
having an abortion.

ISLA
What's that?
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TRAVIS
Means you never woulda been born. 
But that scared lil' girl chose not
to take the easy way out, for your
sake, and I'm eternally grateful.

ISLA
I wanna meet her.

TRAVIS
I have no way to find her, Kitten. 
But she didn't want us to ever put
you in touch with her anyway.

Isla wipes tears from her eyes.

ISLA
Why wouldn't she wanna meet me?

TRAVIS
I 'spect cuz it was so hard for her
to give you up.

ISLA
But it's not fair.  I wanna know the
woman who gave birth to me, 'specially
now that Momma's gone.

TRAVIS
(firm)

You need to respect her wishes. 
Leave it be, Isla.

ISLA
I'm gonna meet her.  What's her name?

TRAVIS
She made an unfathomable sacrifice
for you, out of love.  I'm sorry,
but I won't betray her trust.

Isla drops her head, distraught, puzzled, and torn.  She
rises and heads back inside.  Travis heaves a heavy sigh.

TRAVIS
Well, that went well.

INT. TRAVIS'S HOUSE - HALLWAY - DAY

Travis stands outside a closed door.

TRAVIS
Kitten, we couldn't have loved ya
more no matter who conceived you.
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ISLA (O.S.)
I still wanna meet her.

Travis pauses, frustrated.

TRAVIS
I set up the spare room with all of
your old stuff, like it used to be.

ISLA (O.S.)
Thanks.  But there's no TV in there.

Travis chuckles to himself, shaking his head.

TRAVIS
I love you... with all my heart.

ISLA (O.S.)
Me too, Daddy.  Good night.

KITCHEN

Travis sets his empty glass in the sink.  Turns away.  Turns
back.  Hesitates.  Pours a splash of Bourbon.  He starts to
drink.  Ceases.  Ponders.  Weakens.  Downs the shot.

TRAVIS'S BEDROOM

Isla watches TV in the dark.  She changes channels to "Talk
Sex with Sue Johanson".  Sue is an older, very candid lady.

SUE JOHANSON
Men need foreplay too.  Perhaps you're
not stimulating his penis enough
before intercourse.

Isla's jaw drops.  She lowers the volume and watches intently.

EXT. TRAVIS'S CHURCH - DAY

A fervent throng of enthusiastic Churchgoers welcomes Isla. 
She withdraws, overwhelmed.  Travis clears a path for her.

INT. TRAVIS'S CHURCH - WORSHIP HALL - DAY

Isla studies the crowd.  A Boy tugs at his buttoned collar. 
An Elderly Couple sit close to each other.  She thumbs through
a Bible, more out of boredom than curiosity.  Travis smiles.

LATER

People exit down the center aisle.  Isla nudges Travis awake. 
He stirs, embarrassed.  She nods towards the exit.
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TRAVIS
You said you might come live with
me.  Would ya like to stay here?

Isla peers downward, sheepishly.

ISLA
Bryce lives in Cincinnati.  I'd never
see him.

Travis nods, understanding, yet masking his disappointment.

ISLA
Is it scary singing in front of a
bunch of folks?

TRAVIS
Only the first time or two.

INT. TRAVIS'S HOUSE - MUSIC ROOM - DAY

Isla holds a guitar with an awkward posture.  Travis sits
across from her, leaning in close, a banjo on his knee.  He
positions her hands on the guitar, then helps her pluck a
string.  He sings a note.

TRAVIS
That's a "G".  Match my pitch.

Isla sings the note with perfect pitch.

TRAVIS
Dog gone, if you ain't a natural.

ISLA
Daddy, I love your music and all,
but what I like most is rap music. 
Can you teach me how to rap?

TRAVIS
Rap?  Really?  Have you ever listened
to an entire rap song?

ISLA
Yeah, of course.

TRAVIS
Then you know more about rap than I
do.

(he laughs)
I like rap rhythms and all, but I
don't care for the messages.  Country
and bluegrass lyrics... they tell
stories... they touch your soul.
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Isla nods, but still seems somewhat disinterested.

TRAVIS
I'll teach you music fundamentals. 
You make the kinda music that flows
from your heart.

(strums his banjo)
My Daddy didn't like "that old
hillbilly music" I sing, either.

EXT. PARK - DAY

Isla sits on a bench, a textbook on her lap.  Bryce sits
next to her, showing her his searches on his phone.

ISLA (V.O.)
Bryce helped me petition the court
for adoption records.

EXT. COFFEE HOUSE - DAY

Bryce shows Isla how to search "Spokeo" on his laptop.

ISLA (V.O.)
I was born to a Cheryl Brown.  I
wrote to maybe a gazillion Cheryl
Browns.  No one ever answered.

INT. HELOISE'S HOUSE - KITCHEN - DAY

A smoke detector shrieks.  Smoke clouds billow.  Isla dozes,
seated on her walker.  Heloise rushes in, grabs a towel,
shoves a hot skillet off the burner.  Waves smoke away. 
Coughs.  She pokes Isla to awaken her.  Isla stirs, groggy.

HELOISE
The smoke detector's not a timer to
tell you when dinner's ready.

LATER

Heloise rolls biscuit dough down to an even thickness.

HELOISE
The way to a man's heart is through
his stomach.

ISLA
They're right next to each other.

HELOISE
If you want a man to love you, satisfy
his belly.  Learn to cook.
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ISLA
I hear the way to a man's heart is
through his zipper.

HELOISE
Isla Rose Schmidt!  Where the hell
did you hear that?

ISLA
Well it's true, ain't it?

Heloise is unable to avoid smiling at her comment.

HELOISE
Yes, you can reach a man's heart
that way, for maybe a minute or two.

(busts up laughing)
But he'll take his sweet-ass time
eating homemade biscuits.

Heloise's laugh is infectious.  Isla also laughs, even though
she doesn't quite know why.  Heloise smears flour on Isla. 
Isla throws dough at Heloise.  Heloise chastises her... then
sneaks in a throw.  Isla returns 'fire' as they both shriek.

INT. RIVERSIDE WALKWAY - DAY

Isla and Bryce stroll along the Ohio River.  She observes
active people -- Fishermen, a Jogger, People walking dogs,
Kids on innertubes in the river, Adolescents skateboarding.

An Attractive Girl in a thong bikini roller skates past. 
Bryce refrains from gawking, but sneaks in a second peek. 
Isla notices, then looks down at her walker and sulks.

HAPPY JACK (60), a mentally-challenged man wearing outdated
attire, pedals a three wheel bike covered in knickknacks and
flags.  He waves to everyone, even those who ignore him.

HAPPY JACK
Hi.  Happy Saturday.  Anybody need
sodas?  Bait?  Ice?

Happy Jack hands a bouquet of flowers to Isla.  She accepts
them with delight.  Inhales the fragrance.  Happy Jack sticks
his hand out towards Bryce.

HAPPY JACK
Those are ten dollars.

Bryce cocks his head, incredulously.

HAPPY JACK
For your girlfriend's flowers.
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BRYCE
She's not my girlfriend, and I didn't
ask for the flowers.

ISLA
Nobody ever gave me flowers before.

Bryce sees Isla's joy and begrudgingly relents.  Whips out
his wallet.  Slaps a couple of bills in Happy Jack's hand. 
Jack points to Isla's walker.

HAPPY JACK
I never seen someone so young with
one o' dose before.

ISLA
I never seen someone so old ridin' a
giant tricycle.

HAPPY JACK
My bike helps me carry the stuff I
sell.  Sunblock, postcards, candy.

ISLA
You have postcards?  Lemme see.

Happy Jack produces a stack of postcards.  Isla leafs through
them, extracting a picturesque shot of the Cincinnati skyline.

ISLA
(reading sluggishly)

"Wish you were here."  I do wish my
Daddy was here.

JACK
Keep it.  Send it to your Dad and
spread a smile from Happy Jack.

ISLA
Thanks.  What makes you so happy?

HAPPY JACK
You can be sad, or you can be happy. 
I use to be sad.  I like happy best.

BRYCE
You can't just decide to be happy.

HAPPY JACK
Why not?  I was sad.  Now I'm happy.

ISLA
Yeah, why can't you just be happy?

Bryce shrugs, unwilling to debate this philosophy.  He holds
up a textbook.  Isla nods.  She waves goodbye to Happy Jack.
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He waves back.  She muses while watching him ride away.

EXT. HELOISE'S HOUSE - FRONT YARD - DAY

Heloise, in gardening garb, stoops to the ground, groaning.

HELOISE
Plus, you give new plants Vitamin B1
to help them drink up water.

Heloise shows Isla how to loosen a plant from its container
by 'spanking' the pot repeatedly.  Isla laughs aloud.

ISLA
Bad plant.  Bad, bad plant.

Heloise shakes her head at the comment, but cannot refrain
from giggling.  Both share a chuckle.

LATER

Heloise bursts out the door, arms flailing, as a squatting
dog takes a dump on her immaculate yard.  Before the dog has
finished, Heloise douses it with a hose.  It runs away.

HELOISE
Shoo.  Get out of here.  Go on.

LATER

Heloise jeers as she scoops up dog poop with a shovel.

EXT. HARDWARE STORE - DAY

A Man in an orange apron sets bags of steer manure into the
back of Heloise's Buick as Heloise and Isla watch nearby.

ISLA
Wait.  The dog poops on your lawn,
and you act like it's a terrorist
attack.  But now you're gonna cover
the yard with poop?  On purpose?

HELOISE
It makes the grass grow.

EXT. HELOISE'S HOUSE - FRONT YARD - DAY

Juan (35), a Hispanic man, pushes a lawn mower.  Heloise and
Isla monitor his work.
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ISLA
So you put fertilizer on the yard to
make the grass grow, but as soon as
it grows, you mow it down?

Heloise ponders a reply, then walks away, her patience waning.

INT. DOCTOR'S OFFICE WAITING ROOM - DAY

Seated next to Heloise, Isla regards a model with exposed
cleavage in a fashion magazine.  She lowers her neckline and
lifts her breasts, emulating the model.  A Man leers.  His
Wife elbow-jabs him.  Isla notices and smirks, flattered.

INT. HELOISE'S HOUSE - ISLA'S ROOM - DAY

Isla talks on a phone.  She reacts with panic and anxiety. 
She compares her pale skin color to her white bed sheets.

ISLA (V.O.)
Bryce invited me to a pool party at
his parent's house.

INT. TANNING SALON - DAY

An Anglo Tanning Salon Lady with copper skin encloses Isla
in a tanning bed.  Sets the timer down from twenty to two.

ISLA (V.O.)
I'm white as paper, I have bed sore
scars, and I can't swim.

INT. HELOISE'S HOUSE - ISLA'S ROOM - DAY

Heloise slathers Isla in white lotion.  She hangs her head.

ISLA (V.O.)
Grandma marinated me in sunblock
till I looked like a frosted cake.

Isla tugs the back of her one-piece bathing suit, trying to
cover the scarred shoulder blades, to no avail.  She positions
her suit to enhance her cleavage, which brings a faint smile.

EXT. BRYCE'S PARENT'S HOUSE - DRIVEWAY - DAY

Standing outside the truck, Isla affixes forearm crutches. 
A look of crushing apprehension overtakes her.  She turns. 
Heads back to the truck.  Bryce moves to stop her.
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ISLA
What if your folks don't like me?

BRYCE
You'll be fine.  Everyone is friendly.

Isla takes deep breaths, attempting to regain her composure.

POOLSIDE

A small family party.  Everyone wears swimwear.  Isla sits
away from the activity, clutching at her sweater.  Bryce
sits nearby, noting her uneasiness.  He whispers to her.

BRYCE
Are you uncomfortable about the way
you look in a swimsuit?

Isla's eyes cast downward.  She whispers.

ISLA
I have scars.  Bed sores from my
coma.  They may never go away.

Bryce emits a slight scoff.  Isla erupts with resentment.

ISLA
It's not funny.

BRYCE
No, I know.  But you're not alone. 
Everybody here has something they're
embarrassed about.

Bryce points to his middle-aged Mother.  Speaks quietly.

BRYCE
Mom has one boob bigger than the
other.  She's not just near-sighted,
she's lopsided.

Isla giggles, then examines the woman's asymmetrical breasts. 
Bryce points to his Father, who has feet like a Hobbit.

BRYCE
Dad's got a toe fungus.  His feet
look like Shrek's, only greener.

Isla covers her mouth as she laughs.  Bryce gestures to a
man who looks like he's wearing a bear rug.

BRYCE
Uncle Walter looks like the love
child of King Kong and Bigfoot.
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Isla snickers again.  Soon she turns solemn.

ISLA
What are you embarrassed about?

Bryce hesitates.  Removes his shirt.  A long surgical scar
stretches the length of his sternum.  Isla stares, shocked.

BRYCE
Mitral artery stenosis.  I had a bad
heart valve replaced.

Isla meekly touches his scar.

BRYCE
The valve was from a cow.  I feel
guilty eating steak, and every so
often I moo... otherwise I'm okay. 
I pass my physical every year.

ISLA
Does it hurt?

BRYCE
No, but it'll need to be replaced
again.  Life leaves scars on us all. 
Some on the outside, some the inside. 
Some unfortunate people get both.

Bryce reaches over.  Gently opens her sweater.  Helps her
remove it.  He stands.  Tenderly rubs sunblock onto her scars. 
Isla stiffens, but revels in Bryce's touch and attention.

EXT. HELOISE'S HOUSE - DRIVEWAY - DAY

As Isla enters the house, Bryce nears his truck.  On the
street, a Tow Truck Driver gestures to the house with his
arm out the window.  Heloise follows him. 

She toots her horn to him as she pulls into the driveway. 
The Driver leaves.  Bryce pauses as Heloise gets out.

BRYCE
Everything okay?

HELOISE
I got... all tangled up getting home.

Bryce nodes politely, but appears concerned for her.

HELOISE
I had you all wrong.  You're okay. 
You're a good fit for Isla.
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BRYCE
A good fit?  You realize we're not
romantically involved, right?

HELOISE
Yeah, why is that?  Oh, hell.  You're
not gay, are you?

BRYCE
No.  Hold on.  First you don't want
me near her --

HELOISE
She's grown up a lot since she's
known you.  You do realize she's in
love with you, don't you?

Bryce nods with reluctant concurrence.

HELOISE
If you don't feel the same, it needs
to be dealt with.  Gently.

Bryce frowns.  Nods again.  Pushes a remote.  The truck beeps.

INT. HELOISE'S HOUSE - ISLA'S ROOM - DAY

Isla pushes a button on her TV remote.  She cocks her head,
intrigued by the commercial.

ON THE TV MONITOR

A "K.Y. Intense" commercial runs.  A couple is in bed.  The
WOMAN appears satiated to delirium.  Her Husband speaks --
she can't.

HUSBAND
You said it helps stimulate your
arousal...

(gestures to her crotch)
... there.  You said the big moment
feels --

A fog horn BLASTS.  The Woman stands next to a ship
smokestack, her hair tousled, grinning like a Cheshire Cat.

BACK TO SCENE

Isla raises her brows, intrigued.

INT. HELOISE'S HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

The TV BLARES.  Isla and Bryce enter.  Isla notices Heloise --
motionless, mouth gaping open, slumped to the side.
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Isla and Bryce approach her, alarmed.

ISLA
Grandma?  You okay?

Isla gives Heloise a gentle nudge.  Heloise stirs, albeit
dazed and groggy.

HELOISE
(to Isla)

Hi, Marilyn.
(to Bryce, with disdain)

Hello, Travis.

Isla cocks her head, perplexed and mystified.

ISLA
You all right, Grandma?

HELOISE
Of course, I'm all right.

Isla notices a letter propped up on the table so she would
see it.  She opens and reads the letter, astonished.

ISLA
The Tori Riley Show?  They heard
about my coma.  They want me to be
on the show.

BRYCE
(whispering)

Your Grandma needs to see a Doctor.

ISLA
They'll even pay me and send me two
tickets to New York.  Will ya go
with me?

BRYCE
Um, well, I doubt that I could get
off work.  Maybe your Dad --

ISLA
But we'd have to fly.  Oh, God!

Isla gulps in panic, paralyzed with dread.  Bryce shrugs.

ISLA
I've never flown.  But I wanna be on
TV.  Can you please take me?

Bryce exhales with misgivings.
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INT. BRYCE'S KITCHEN - DAY

Bryce uses his laptop as Isla reads.  Music plays softly. 
Sinatra sings "Come Fly With Me."  Isla scans a book cover.

ISLA
What is this book about again?

BRYCE
Idioms.

ISLA
Like The Three Stooges?

BRYCE
Remember you asked me about "cat got
your tongue" and "tie the knot"?  It
explains where those came from.

ISLA
"Rule of thumb" means you couldn't
beat your wife with a stick thicker
than your thumb?  That's horrible.

BRYCE
Before that they could use a club.

Isla suddenly bolts upright, miffed.

ISLA
Hey.  Let me see your laptop.

Bryce turns it towards Isla.  She reads the playlist.

ISLA
"Fly"?  "Learn to Fly"?  "I Believe
I Can Fly"?  You're brainwashing me.

BRYCE
It's a theme mix, since you're...
Look, flying's fun.  It's exciting.

He restarts the music.

SINATRA
(singing)

Once I get you up there, where the
air is rarefied / We'll just glide,
starry-eyed.

BRYCE
Isn't that an enticing image?  "We'll
just glide, starry-eyed?"

ISLA
What's that mean?  "Rarefied"?
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Bryce pauses the player.

BRYCE
Air is thinner above the jetstream.

ISLA
There's no air?  Like outer space?

BRYCE
There's plenty of air.  They even
have oxygen for emergencies.

Bryce restarts the player.

SINATRA
(singing)

Just say the words and we'll beat
the birds down to Acapulco Bay --

ISLA
What kinda emergencies?

Bryce's vexed expression urges her to shut up and work.

SINATRA
(singing)

It's so perfect for a sunny honeymoon,
they say...

Isla reacts to the lyrics.  She eyes Bryce longingly.

INT. TRAVIS'S HOUSE - MUSIC ROOM - NIGHT

Travis holds a guitar as he speaks on his mobile phone.

TRAVIS
If you're not comfortable singing in
front of people, how are you going
to be on a TV talk show?

INT. HELOISE'S HOUSE - ISLA'S ROOM - NIGHT

Isla is on her bed, talking on her mobile phone.

INTERCUT WITH TRAVIS'S MUSIC ROOM

ISLA
Talking I do all the time.  And
there's less people at the TV show
than one of your concerts.

TRAVIS
You realize a lot of people will
watch at home?
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ISLA
But I won't see them looking at me. 
What worries me is flying there.

EXT. PLANE - DAY (DUSK)

Baggage Handlers lift luggage off the tram and hurl it into
the plane's cargo hold.

INT. PLANE - DAY (DUSK)

Isla and Bryce sit in the second row of First Class, to the
right of the aisle.  Bryce sits at the window, relaxed,
reading a magazine.  Isla hunkers in the aisle seat.

With each loud thud beneath her, Isla grows more alarmed. 
Her nails dig into the armrest.  The bang from a shutting
door evokes a fearful squeal.  An annoyed female Flight
Attendant facing Isla straps into a takeoff seat.

ISLA
(to Bryce)

I can't do it.
(to Flight Attendant)

Ma'am, I have to get off.  Now!

FLIGHT ATTENDANT
We're about to take off, Miss.

The plane lurches, then rolls back.  Isla shrieks.  Passengers
stare.  Isla hyperventilates, struggling to capture her
breath.  Bryce attempts to calm her with a reassuring hand.

BRYCE 
Try singing a flying song.

ISLA
Oh God, tell me you're joking.

BRYCE
(singing quietly)

"Once I get you up there, where the
air is rarefied..."

ISLA
(singing)

... we will die, terrified.

Isla unbuckles her buckle.  Rises.

BRYCE
What are you doing?
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FLIGHT ATTENDANT
Miss, get back in your seat.

Isla turns hysterical.  She heads for the door, supporting
herself using neighboring seat's armrests. 

ISLA
This plane's gonna crash!

Flight Attendant unstraps, rises and grabs her.  Isla pulls
the door handle.  Pulls it from "Closed" to "Open".  Bryce
rises to get Isla.

FLIGHT ATTENDANT
Sir, sit down, now.

Flight Attendant wrestles the door handle back.  Bryce
restrains Isla.  Frantic Passengers throughout the plane
'prairie dog' to see what is occurring.  Anarchy erupts.

INT. CINCINNATI AIRPORT - SECURITY OFFICE - NIGHT

A stern Man in a suit, AIRPORT SECURITY OFFICER #1, sits
across from Isla and Bryce.  A uniformed Policeman stands
behind the Man and the door.

AIRPORT SECURITY OFFICER #1
Did you scream "This plane's going
to crash", then pull the cabin door
lever open while the plane was moving?

ISLA
No!

(decreasingly emphatic)
Maybe.  Probably.  Yes.

BRYCE
The door never opened.

Officer fires a disregarding glance at Bryce.

AIRPORT SECURITY OFFICER #1
A hundred fifty people are probably
an hour behind schedule.

Another Man in a suit, AIRPORT SECURITY OFFICER #2, enters.

AIRPORT SECURITY OFFICER #2
Their baggage checked out clean.

AIRPORT SECURITY OFFICER #1
The Canine Unit checked it?

Officer #2 nods.  The two suited men confer in whispers. 
Bryce and Isla share a hopeful glance.
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AIRPORT SECURITY OFFICER #1
As soon as we finish some paperwork,
you can go.

BRYCE
Thank you, Sir.  I'm not going on
the No-Fly list, am I?  I'm an
emergency professional.

AIRPORT SECURITY OFFICER #1
No.  Neither of you, actually.  But
for God's sake, take a bus, okay?

INT. CINCINNATI AIRPORT - TERMINAL GATEWAY - NIGHT

Bryce is angry.  He struggles to walk slow enough for Isla
to stay with him.  Both roll luggage behind them.

ISLA
(apologetic, facetious)

Was that also more exhilarating than
a three alarm fire?

Bryce fires the evil eye at her.

ISLA
I still wanna go to New York.

Bryce halts.  Turns towards her.

BRYCE
You're not serious?

ISLA
Why can't we drive?

BRYCE
Because it's six or seven hundred
miles away... and I've barely slept
the past two nights.

ISLA
But I wanna be on that show tomorrow.

Bryce walks away.  Regains control.  Spots a bar.

BRYCE
I need a drink.

Bryce enters the bar.  Isla halts in protestation, but soon
follows when he pays no attention to her.

AIRPORT BAR

Crowded and noisy.  Bryce helps Isla onto a barstool.
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BRYCE
I gotta 'go'.  Get me a Heineken.

Bryce takes off, snarling.  A handsome BARTENDER arrives.

ISLA
My friend wants a Hineykin.  Funny
name.  I don't know what to get.

BARTENDER
A Singapore Sling?  Ladies usually
love them.  They're sweet and fruity.

ISLA
Okay.  Never been in a bar before.

BARTENDER
You want it Virgin?

ISLA
(affronted)

Excuse me...?  Don't talk to me.

Isla turns a cold shoulder to him.

BARTENDER
No, you implied you don't drink --

Isla looks for Bryce.  Ignores the Bartender, who walks away.

LATER

Bryce returns and eyes Isla's colorful drink in a fancy glass,
with fruit and an umbrella.  Isla slurps every last drop.

ISLA
(to Bartender, giggly)

Can I have another one of 'em singin'
slingin' thingens?

Bartender nods in acknowledgement.

ISLA
Ya wanna taste it?  It's good.

Bryce shakes his head.

BARTENDER
Careful.  It won't take many of those
to get ya blotto.

Bryce sniffs her empty glass.  Recoils.

BRYCE
These fu-fu things have booze?
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BARTENDER
A lot, but ya hardly taste it.

BRYCE
She can't drink.

Bartender delivers another Singapore Sling.  Isla begins to
drain it.  Bartender displays her empty glass to Bryce.

BARTENDER
Au contraire.

Isla flops onto Bryce, inebriated.  Her speech is slurred.

ISLA
Ya know, I feel mush better.  I could
get on a plane now.

Bryce straightens Isla's slack body upright. 

BRYCE
You're flying high without --

She plummets off the stool before Bryce can grab her.

Her head hits the floor, hard... with a THUD... on the
originally injured side.  Her eyes remain open, but glazed.

TERMINAL GATEWAY

Two Paramedics roll Isla out on a gurney, unconscious.  Bryce
rushes alongside, unnerved.  Travelers gawk as she passes.

INT. HOSPITAL - EMERGENCY ROOM - NIGHT

A DOCTOR speaks to Bryce.  Isla lies in a hospital bed. 
Tubes and wires stream from her still body.

DOCTOR
She's not vegetative, but she doesn't
really qualify as minimally conscious. 
They'll be moving her to ICU shortly.

Bryce nods a "Thank you".  The Doctor departs.  Bryce looks
down at Isla, struggling to remain composed.  He rifles
through her bag and extracts her phone.

INT. KURT'S TRUCK (MOVING) - NIGHT

Kurt drives.  Travis leans his head against the window,
distraught.  Both are drowsy.
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EXT. NORTHERN KENTUCKY - RURAL HIGHWAY - NIGHT

Heloise's Buick drives slowly through utter darkness.

INT. HELOISE'S CAR (MOVING) - NIGHT

Heloise stares in confusion as she grows frightened.

INT. HOSPITAL - ICU - NIGHT

Bryce gently lifts and holds Isla's hand.

BRYCE
I'm sorry I got mad.  Please don't
stay like this.  I love you.

INT. HOSPITAL - EMERGENCY ROOM - NIGHT

Bryce looks at his watch.  Isla's phone rings.

BRYCE
Hi.  It's Bryce.  Isla's friend?

INT. HELOISE'S CAR (MOVING) - DAY

Heloise drives, holding her phone to her face.

INTERCUT WITH EMERGENCY ROOM

HELOISE
Where's Isla?

BRYCE
She's with me at the hospital, but
she's unconscious.  That's why I
called you before.

HELOISE
Oh, yeah, well, I'm trying to get
there, but I'm totally lost.

BRYCE
You need to stop and ask where you
are, in case I need to come get you.

HELOISE
Ask who?  There's nothing here.

END INTERCUT
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INT. HOSPITAL ICU - NIGHT

Alone, Isla awakens.  She eyes the medical gadgetry.

ISLA
Oh God!  How old am I this time?

Bryce returns.  Sees her conscious.  Rushes to her side.

BRYCE
Thank God you're awake.

ISLA
Thank God you're not a lot older.

Isla curls a finger at him, beckoning him closer.

ISLA
Did you tell me... you love me?

Bryce seizes, trapped.

BRYCE
You could hear me?

Isla nods, unable to suppress a sheepish grin.

ISLA
Uh-huh.  I love you, too.

BRYCE
I meant what I said.  I do love you,
Isla.  But I love you like a sister...
not like a girlfriend.

Isla droops, crestfallen.

EXT. NORTHERN KENTUCKY - RURAL HIGHWAY - NIGHT

A Policeman in his car gestures for Heloise to head the other
way.  Heloise thanks him, and starts a U turn.

INT. HOSPITAL ICU - DAY

Isla confers with Travis.  Heloise, Bryce and Kurt stand in
the hallway, visible through a window.

ISLA
Something's wrong with Grandma.

TRAVIS
Bryce told me.  We'll help her soon
as we fix you up, Kitten.  You havta
stay tonight, just to be safe.
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ISLA
Daddy, please don't go out drinkin'
anymore.  That crap's bad for ya.

TRAVIS
Havin' a drink helps me face life.

ISLA
I think it helps ya hide from it.

Travis buckles with guilt and shame.

INT. A CRAPPY MOTEL - NIGHT

Travis paces indecisively near the door.  Kurt watches TV
from bed.  Travis places a shaky hand on the door handle. 

TRAVIS
I'm gonna go shoot some pool.

Kurt attempts to contain his temper, but he erupts.

KURT
Damn it, Travis, I've been haulin'
your drunken ass like a chauffeur
for years.  If I havta do it again
tonight, I'm done.  I swear it.

Travis hesitates.  Deliberates.  Leaves.  Kurt hurls his
pillow at the door.  He grunts in frustration.

EXT. A SEEDY BAR - NIGHT

Travis sits, slouched against a wall, out cold.  A POLICEMAN
tilts Travis's chin upright using his flashlight.

POLICEMAN
How much you had to drink?  Buddy? 
What's your name?

Travis doesn't respond.  Policeman takes out handcuffs.

POLICEMAN
Come on, Pal.  What's your name?

TRAVIS

Opens his heavy eyelids, laboring to discern what's happening.

INT. MEETING ROOM - NIGHT

TRAVIS

Alert, but contrite and scared.
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TRAVIS
My name is Travis...

(gulps, lips quivering)
.. and I'm an alcoholic.

AA MEMBERS drone in unison, but with a welcoming tone.

AA MEMBERS
Hi, Travis.

EXT. HELOISE'S HOUSE - PORCH - DAY

Isla speaks quietly with Bryce.  Their expressions are somber.

ISLA
But we get along great.  We always
laugh.  Is it only me having fun?

BRYCE
I always enjoy our time together.

Isla pauses with trepidation and vulnerability.

ISLA
Do you think I'm not attractive?

BRYCE
I find you very attractive, which is
also why I need to stop seeing you.

ISLA
I'm not a child.

BRYCE
Not physically, but emotionally you're
still very... innocent.  A romantic
relationship wouldn't be right.

Bryce places a stack of books on a table by the door.

BRYCE
I care about you more than you know. 
I'm sorry.  I never thought that by
helping you, I'd end up hurting you. 

Bryce turns and walks towards his truck.  Isla watches him
leave.  Tears well up in her eyes as she grows despondent.

INT. HELOISE'S HOUSE - ISLA'S ROOM - DAY

Both an empty pint of ice cream and Isla lay on her bed. 
She is on the phone, wiping her eyes, trying to remain calm.
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ISLA
I'm happy for you, that you stopped
drinking.

INT. TRAVIS'S HOUSE - MUSIC ROOM - DAY

Travis rests a guitar on his lap as he talks on the phone.

TRAVIS
I haven't conquered drinking yet,
Kitten.  But I've made a commitment
to take back control of my life.

INTERCUT WITH ISLA'S ROOM

Isla appears confused and concerned.

TRAVIS
I'm working hard on a twelve step
program, but it's a long climb.

ISLA
Anything I can do to help you?

TRAVIS
Remember how to pray?

ISLA
I used to kneel by the bed, place my
hands together in front of my heart.

TRAVIS
The kneeling and the hands aren't
required, but the heart needs to be
in it when you're talking to God.

ISLA
Daddy?  I don't think I'll be seeing
Bryce anymore.

TRAVIS
Oh, Isla, I'm so sorry for you.  I
know you must be hurting.

ISLA
How do you know when you're all grown
up?

TRAVIS
I first felt grown up when I did
what I needed to do, without anybody
telling me.

(MORE)
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TRAVIS (CONT'D)
You gotta be a certain age to drive,
or drink, but it doesn't mean you're
an adult.  You're grown up when you
act like an adult.

END INTERCUT

INT. NEUROLOGIST'S OFFICE - DAY

A female NEUROLOGIST (47) jots notes.  She reads from a list
as she questions Heloise.  Isla listens at Heloise's side.

NEUROLOGIST
What were the three words that I
asked you to remember?

HELOISE
Oh hell, I don't remember now.

Isla slumps, discouraged.

INT. AUDITORIUM - NIGHT

Travis and Kurt are on stage amidst a fairly large crowd.

TRAVIS
I'd like to sing a poignant song by
T. Graham Brown, which has become an
anthem for many of us who struggle
with the bottle.

BEGIN SERIES OF SHOTS

At the AA Meeting, Participants stand holding hands, heads
bowed as they recite the Serenity Prayer.  As they conclude,
a thick-bodied man with a shaved head, AA SPONSOR (64), rests
a supportive hand on Travis's shoulder as he speaks to him.

TRAVIS
(singing)

You've heard a multitude of prayers
on my behalf / I pray one more is
not too much to ask.

At Travis's house, Kurt and AA Sponsor pour cans of beer
down the kitchen sink.  Travis observes with misgivings.

TRAVIS
(singing)

I've tried to fight this battle by
myself / But it's a war that I can't
win without Your help.
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In Travis's bathroom, he sniffs a bottle of Isopropyl alcohol. 
He dips a finger.  Licks it.  Scowls.  Takes a swig.  Gags. 

TRAVIS AND KURT
(singing)

Tonight I'm as low as any man can go
/ I'm down and I can't fall much
farther.

At the Mud Creek Tavern, AA Sponsor sets a bike in the back
of a truck, while Kurt helps Travis stagger onward.

TRAVIS AND KURT
(singing)

And once upon a time You turned the
water into wine / Now on my knees
I'm turning to You, Father.

AA Sponsor lets Isla and Bryce into Travis's home.  Travis,
disheveled, covers himself up.  Gestures for her to leave. 
Isla refuses.  She tries to hug him.  He pushes her away. 
She remains, steadfast.  Soon he collapses in her arms.

TRAVIS
(singing)

Could You help me turn this wine
back into water?

Travis and Isla watch TV.  She changes channels to avoid a
beer commercial.  Travis's hand shakes, until Isla holds it.

TRAVIS AND KURT
(singing)

And once upon a time You turned the
water into wine / Now on my knees
I'm turning to You, Father.

At church, Travis kneels for communion.  The Minister selects
an isolated glass, smells it, and serves Travis.  He drinks.

TRAVIS
(singing)

Can You help me turn this wine back
into water?

END SERIES OF SHOTS

INT. AUDITORIUM - NIGHT (CONTINUOUS)

Travis turns away from the applauding audience, and swigs
from a water bottle.  His appearance is hale and revitalized.
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INT. HELOISE'S HOUSE - ISLA'S ROOM - NIGHT

Isla struggles through a text book, jotting answers into a
notepad.  A dictionary and a thesaurus are also on the bed. 
Her phone rings.  The screen shows "Daddy".  She answers.

ISLA
Hey.

INT. TRAVIS'S HOUSE - MUSIC ROOM - NIGHT

Travis sits back talking on his mobile phone.

INTERCUT WITH ISLA'S ROOM

TRAVIS
Hey back atcha.  I'd like ya to sing
a duet with me, please.

ISLA
On stage?

TRAVIS
No, in Old Willard's outhouse.  Of
course, on stage.

Isla is speechless with reluctance.

TRAVIS
It's not a big crowd, Kitten.

ISLA
It's not the size of the crowd. 
It's what they're thinking.  I don't
want them pitying me.

TRAVIS
Kitten, they don't pity you.  They
admire what all you've done.

ISLA
They know all about me.  You sing
songs about me going into a coma,
coming out of a coma.

TRAVIS
Precisely why they'd love to meet
you.  You've been so brave through
all this.  You could do it.  They'll
love your singing.

ISLA
I'm not brave.  I'm scared.
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TRAVIS
Brave people are scared too.  They
just overcome their fear and face
what scares them.  Will you at least
think about it?

Isla ponders, uncommitted.

END INTERCUT

INT. TRAVIS'S HOUSE - TRAVIS'S BEDROOM - DAY

Travis sips from a can of soda.  He eyeballs the can.

ON THE TV MONITOR

Happy, carefree people drink cold, frothy beer at a bar.

BACK TO SCENE

Travis views the ad with a longing.  He shuts off the TV.

EXT. TRAVIS'S HOUSE - GARAGE - DAY

Travis hops on his bike.  Pedals away.

EXT. MUD CREEK TAVERN - DAY

Travis parks his bike.  Regards the bar.  Wets his lips.

INT. MUD CREEK TAVERN - DAY

Travis enters.  Everyone looks at Travis.  Silence falls. 
He makes his way to the bar.  The BARTENDER stares in dread.

BARTENDER
I won't, Travis.  For your sake.

A insidious grin overtakes Travis.  He chuckles.

TRAVIS
Ya won't say goodbye to me?  After
all we've been through together?

Travis offers a handshake.  Bartender sighs with relief. 
They shake.  Travis shakes hands with other Patrons.  He
stops by the door on his way out.

TRAVIS
Goodbye, gentlemen.  It's been --

He searches for words, but falters.  His pensive smile
disappears.  Soon, Travis disappears out the door as well.
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EXT. TRAVIS'S HOUSE - GARAGE - DAY

Travis leads Kurt out to a detached garage.  Lifts the door.

KURT
Hope you didn't buy a car.  You're
not cleared for another year.

Travis proudly displaying a pool table.  Kurt nods with
approval.  Pats Travis on the shoulder.  Travis chokes up. 
He wraps his arms around Kurt in a heartfelt bear hug. 
Travis's emotional outburst takes Kurt by surprise.

TRAVIS
Thanks for always being there for
me.  You kept me grounded, instead
of in the ground.

KURT
Always here for ya, big bro.

Kurt releases Travis, but Travis still clings to Kurt.  The
duration of the cleaving hug exceeds Kurt's comfort level.

KURT
Maybe we should shoot some pool?

Travis nods.  Releases Kurt.  Kurt finally relaxes.

INT. THEATRE - NIGHT

Isla take her final tentative step up to the microphone before
an audience.  She overflows with trepidation as she sits. 
Travis lowers the mike.  Nods to her.  Plays the song intro.

Isla and Travis sing a duet... a gentle, wistful Bluegrass
tune.  Kurt plays along.  Isla's voice is melodic.

LATER

They finish singing.  The audience cheers.  Some of the crowd
rises.  Others follow.  Soon, everyone stands, clapping.

Isla's hands cover her face, hiding her embarrassment, as
well as her tears of joy.  She leans against her Dad.

TRAVIS
Thank y'all.  It was my li'l girl
here who never finished school who
finally taught me how to grow up. 
I'm so proud of her.
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INT. FIRE STATION - BUNK ROOM - DAY

Bryce pauses from reading as his mobile phone rings.  He
grimaces.  Hesitates.  Answers with a guarded tone.

BRYCE
Hello, Isla.  Been a while.

INT. HELOISE'S HOUSE - ISLA'S ROOM - DAY

Isla is on her bed with her phone, nervous and awkward.

ISLA
Sorry to bother you.  They invited
me back to the Tori Riley Show.

INTERCUT WITH BUNK ROOM

ISLA
Grandma's not up to going.  Dad is
on tour, and recovering.  I'm not
familiar with traveling.  Hotels,
cabs, and... planes and all.

BRYCE
We've been down this road before.

ISLA
I hate to ask, but I want to be on
TV.  I can fly now.  I know I can.

Bryce rolls his eyes.  Throws his head back.

BRYCE
It's hard for me to get off work.

ISLA
This isn't about 'us'.  I get it.

(pause)
I do.

Bryce sighs with consternation.  There is a long silence.

END INTERCUT

EXT. UNION STATION - NIGHT

Isla and Bryce approach an Amtrak train.  Bryce handles the
luggage.  A TRAIN CONDUCTOR (64) bellows.

TRAIN CONDUCTOR
Now boarding The Cardinal for
Huntington, Washington DC,
Philadelphia, and New York City.
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INT. VIEWLINER ROOMETTE - DAY

Isla examines the hilly West Virginia countryside with
familiarity, while Bryce naps.

EXT. TV STUDIO - SIDEWALK - DAY

P.A., a flamboyant and effeminate Production Assistant rushes
towards an open elevator, his hips swiveling.  Bryce and
Isla struggle to keep up.  He claps his hands together.

P.A.
Chop, chop.  We're way behind.

P.A. holds the elevator door open as they rush inside.

INT. TV STUDIO - ELEVATOR - DAY

P.A. sneaks a peek at Bryce's behind.  Isla sees him.  He
notices her, and sheepishly averts his eyes.

BACKSTAGE

PRODUCER (45), a smartly dressed man, approaches Isla.

PRODUCER
Isla Schmidt?  Hi, I'm Rich.

ISLA
Well, you don't gotta rub people's
nose in it, just cuz ya got money.

Producer initially takes offense, but then busts up.

PRODUCER
Rich Carswell, the Producer.  Oh,
but you knew that, right?  I love a
dry sense of humor.  You'll be great.

ISLA
I should be a producer.  I know one
show I could get a thousand times
more people watchin'.  Ya know that
show "Talk Sex with Sue Johanson?"

PRODUCER
I think it's only in reruns now.

ISLA
Then bring it back as "Talk Sex With
Scarlett Johansson" and there'd be
like millions of guys watchin'.
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PRODUCER
I buy that.  I'd watch it.  We'll
chat again before the show.  Ciao.

Producer rushes off.  Isla whispers to the P.A.

ISLA
Chow?  That mean he's gonna eat?

BRYCE
No, ciao is Italian --

ISLA
(yelling to Producer)

Have a nice lunch.

Producer turns, perplexed.  He nods.  P.A. looks Isla over.

P.A.
You need a makeover.  Rodolfo will
have you looking 'fabuloso'.

P.A. sashays away.  Isla lags behind.  Whispers to Bryce.

ISLA
Do you think he's gay?

BRYCE
(no shit)

It's possible.

P.A. claps his hands, urging her to hurry.

GREEN ROOM

Bryce reads a magazine.  Below the magazine, a woman's sexy
high heels appears.  Bryce lifts the magazine, revealing
long, stunning legs.  He sets the magazine aside.  Isla stands
before him, without the walker, braced by P.A.

Isla looks sizzling hot, yet also chic.  Bryce does a double
take.  He can't help but stare at the fabulous new Isla.

BRYCE
Holy shi -- cow, you look... Wow!

Isla revels in his reaction.  He rises, then hugs her.

BRYCE
Just be yourself out there.  You've
grown so much.  Knock 'em dead.

P.A. gives her the walker and leads her away.  Bryce checks
her out from behind.  Exhales an audible groan of approval.

SOUND STAGE
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Bryce sits behind two Cameramen.  Isla sits, overcome with
angst.  Her hands tremble, albeit almost imperceptibly.

Isla gazes at the bright lights, the TV cameras, the audience --
and statuesque, glamorous Tori Riley as she takes her mark. 
Isla closes her eyes, takes a deep breath.  Focuses.  Relaxes. 
She opens her eyes, now calm and controlled, even smiling.

TORI RILEY
... she's been out of her fourteen
year long coma for about a year, and
she's making great strides.  Please
welcome, Isla Schmidt.

The audience applauds.  Tori sits next to Isla.

TORI RILEY
So how are you coming along with
learning to become an adult?

ISLA
I'm learning to be more responsible
and mature.  But even before my coma
I knew right from wrong.  Like lying
is wrong.  Speak the truth, but speak
it kindly, so ya don't hurt folks.

TORI RILEY
That's good advice.

ISLA
If you ask "Does this dress make me
look fat?", you can say "It doesn't
flatter your figure."

TORI RILEY
That's a nice way to put it.

ISLA
But don't say something mean, like
"No, it's your ginormous butt cheeks
splittin' the seams open that makes
ya look fat."

The audience bursts with laughter.  Isla looks up with
surprise at the reaction, but soon chuckles as well.

ISLA
And the whole "do unto others" rule
is so simple.

TORI RILEY
So you're a Christian?
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ISLA
I believe in God, but anybody can
follow that rule.  Flip it around. 
If you wouldn't want somethin' done
to you, don't do it to someone else.

The audience applauds in concurrence.

INT. TRAVIS'S HOUSE - BEDROOM - DAY

Travis beams as he gazes at Isla on TV.

INT. TV STUDIO - SOUND STAGE - DAY

Isla continues speaking with Tori Riley on the live show.

ISLA
Begin a task with a good attitude,
and you're already halfway to success. 
Start with a bad attitude, and you're
halfway to failure.

TORI RILEY
Words to live by.  How about Politics?

Isla looks more at ease, energized by the positive reaction.

ISLA
I've watched political talk shows. 
I don't know why they call them "talk"
shows.  Everybody's yelling.

TORI RILEY
You can say that again.

ISLA
I think if folks on the left would
lean a bit to the right, and folks
on the right lean a bit to the left,
maybe they'd find some common ground
and show the people some common sense.

Applause erupts from the seats.  Producer grins.

LATER

ISLA
Women wanna be treated right.  We're
like ATMs.  Push our buttons the
wrong way and that little slit won't
open, and nothin's gonna be put out.

Startled expressions arise from onlookers, as well as Tori.
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TORI RILEY
You're a naughty lil' Devil, girl.

INT. HELOISE'S HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - DAY

Heloise gasps with shock and dismay.

HELOISE
Isla Rose Schmidt, you oughta have
your mouth washed out with soap.

INT. TV STUDIO - SOUND STAGE - DAY

ISLA
The happiest guy I ever met had very
little to be happy about.  Most folks
have better jobs, more money, they're
smarter.  He rides around selling
stuff from a bike.  But I never met
anybody happier.

TORI RILEY
Really?  You wouldn't expect that.

ISLA
He got me thinkin' if I'm unhappy,
maybe I should just accept the hand
I've been dealt, and be happy with
it.  Nothing else I can do.

INT. TV STUDIO - SOUND STAGE - DAY

Tori shakes Isla's hand, expressing genuine appreciation. 

TORI RILEY
Well, Isla, you may still have a lot
to learn, but we have all learned a
lot from you.  And we'll be right
back after this message.

The two Cameramen relax and chat amongst themselves.

CAMERAMAN #1
She's hot.  Daddy like.

CAMERAMAN #2
Oh, yeah.  I'd tap that.

Bryce calls out to the Cameramen, defensive... and jealous.

BRYCE
Hey!  Excuse me...?
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CAMERAMAN #1
What?  She yours?  I don't see no
ring on her.

CAMERAMAN #2
(singing "Single
Ladies")

If you liked it then ya shoulda put
a ring on it.

CAMERAMAN #1
(singing along too)

Whoa Oh Oh, Oh Oh, Oh Oh Oh.

Both laugh.  Bryce surges towards Isla.  She is electrified.

BRYCE
You did great.  I told ya you would. 
You were awesome.

ISLA
Yeah?  Really?

BRYCE
Do I know you?  Clearly, I haven't
given you enough credit for the woman
you're becoming.

Isla halts, gleaming over Bryce's new perspective.

ISLA
Nobody ever called me a woman before.

EXT. TV STUDIO - SIDEWALK - DAY

Isla and P.A. wait by the curb as Bryce's truck pulls up. 
She peers up at both the Chrysler Building and the Empire
State Building.  She brightens as an idea strikes her.

EXT. GARDEN OF EDEN CEMETERY - DAY

Two tall concrete obelisks pierce a picturesque blue sky. 
The name "Schmidt" is imbedded into both.  Isla stands between
Travis and Heloise, both with an arm on her.  Bryce stands
to the side.  Isla hobbles towards him on crutches.

ISLA
Thank you for helping me.

Bryce nods and smiles.
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ISLA
My most vivid memory of Cooper is
when he piled up leaves for me to
jump in, but he hid dog poop in the
stack.  I got it all over me.  And
still, I miss him so.

She chokes up.  Bryce puts his arm around her.  She leans
against him.  He leans his head on hers.  She looks at him. 
He looks at her.

They both draw towards each other, and kiss tenderly.

Heloise turns.  Stares in surprise.  Travis turns too, but
whips back.  He motions for Heloise, still staring, to give
them privacy.  Bryce withdraws abruptly.  Isla panics.

ISLA
What's wrong?  I've wanted this for
so long.

BRYCE
Already a weird place for a first
kiss.  I'm not making out in a
cemetery with your folks nearby.

Isla appears embarrassed.  Looks over at Travis and Heloise.

INT. WDLH RADIO - LOBBY - DAY

Isla, dressed in a smart suit, stresses over the questions
asked by a job application on a clipboard.  She shrugs to
herself, and writes something down.

ISLA (V.O.)
A guy from a small radio station in
Cincinnati watched me on TV and liked
me, so he asked to interview me for
an on air job one hour a day.

INT. WDLH RADIO - H.R. OFFICE - DAY

Isla, sits across from a supercilious H.R. REP (25), who
looks over Isla's application with disdain.

H.R. REP
Under "Sex", you checked "M".  But
you appear to be an "F".  Right?

ISLA
(sheepish, guilty)

About sex, I've never... "F'ed"... 
(MORE)
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ISLA (CONT'D)
(embarrassed confession)

But I do "M".  I mean, everybody
"M"s, right?  Is this something we
should even be discussing?

H.R. Rep scoffs.  She rises and leaves.  Soon, sharp voices
can be heard next door.  Isla listens intently.

MR. COLE'S OFFICE

H.R. REP
... I've never interviewed someone
with only a Second Grade education,
much less put them on the air.

Isla yells from the other room.

ISLA (O.S.)
I know I have issues, but I've
overcome so many obstacles.

MR. COLE
(yelling back)

If you're going to join the
conversation, Miss Schmidt, please
join us in the room.

He smiles at the H.R. Rep.  She shakes her head, unamused. 
Isla appears in the doorway, on crutches.

ISLA
I have no experience and I only
completed first grade because two
thirds of my life vanished.  You
knew this when you asked me here.

Mr. Cole nods, and listens attentively.

ISLA
But I do think I can help folks with
their problems by explaining how
I've overcome problems of my own.

Mr. Cole rises and offers Isla a handshake across his desk.

MR. COLE
Welcome aboard, Miss Schmidt.  Sit. 
We'll start planning your show.

H.R. Rep huffs with disapproval.  Rises.  Squeezes past Isla.

RADIO STATION SOUND STUDIO

Isla sits before a microphone.  An Engineer counts down on
his fingers until he reaches one, then points towards Isla.
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Isla looks behind her.  Engineer points urgently at her. 
Imitates flapping gums.  Isla finally speaks.

ISLA (V.O.)
I call my show "Isla Views".  My
viewpoints, but also like "I Love
Yous".  They warn everybody listening
I'm not a licensed Therapist.

EXT. AN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - DAY

A Mother shushes her noisy Kids as they climb inside a car.

ISLA
Losing a hundred pounds is a giant
challenge.  Focus on the end goal,
you may never start.  But if each
week you lose just two pounds...

INT. A TAXICAB - DAY

A Cabbie turns down the cab intercom and turns up the radio.

ISLA
... you'll reach your goal in under
a year.  Only way to eat an elephant
is one bite at a time.

EXT. INTERSTATE HIGHWAY - DAY

Four orange-vested Highway Workers gather around an industrial
boom box while one Worker cuts down weeds along the roadside.

ISLA
Attack your diet bit by bit, or  
maybe I should say bite by bite.

INT. TRAVIS'S HOUSE - MUSIC ROOM - DAY

Travis clicks on the WDLH web page and streams Isla's show.

ISLA
Wisdom is all around us.  We only
need to listen.  Don't re-learn things
other folks already learned.

He adjusts the volume on his speakers.

ISLA
My Daddy said to let go of anger.

Travis smiles at hearing his viewpoint shared.
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INT. WDLH RADIO - STUDIO - DAY

Isla appears to become unsettled by her own words.

ISLA
Don't keep anger bottled up inside.

EXT. A BACKWOODS SHANTY - ROADSIDE - DAY (SUNSET)

A ramshackle hut behind a creek with a rope bridge.  A taxi
stops.  Isla eyes the house with dread.

ISLA (V.O.)
When you offer advice for a living,
you havta take your own medicine.

She creeps along the rickety rope bridge on her crutches.

PORCH

Isla stands at the door.  Takes a deep breath.  Knocks. 

Crawford, now 58, opens the door.  He's a junkyard dog in
human form.  Isla stares with distaste through the screendoor.

ISLA
Are you H.P. Crawford?

CRAWFORD
Who are you?

ISLA
My name is Isla Schmidt.

A long silence.  A look of recognition crosses his face.

CRAWFORD
Yeah, I heard ya was up and about. 
What'dya want?

ISLA
I wanna know if you're even sorry.

CRAWFORD
You go on now.  Git on outta here.

He slams the door.  Isla remains.  Pauses.  Grows intense.

ISLA
You open that door.  You look me in
the eye, you gutless coward.

CRAWFORD (O.S.)
I lost everythin' too.  My job, my
wife, every damn penny I had.

(MORE)
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CRAWFORD (O.S.) (CONT'D)
I went to prison for manslaughter,
so  what'dya want from me?  Blood?

ISLA
Already been enough of that.

CRAWFORD (O.S.)
You believe in God and Heaven?

ISLA
I do.  Yes, I do.

CRAWFORD (O.S.)
Then ya can thank me for sendin' yer
kin to a better place.  Go on home,
now.  You git on outta here.

Isla can't withhold her tears.

ISLA
How dare you!  You're a horrible
person.  But I forgive you.

CRAWFORD (O.S.)
I didn't ask for your forgiveness!

ISLA
You don't deserve my forgiveness. 
I'm not forgivin' you for your sake. 
I'm forgivin' you for my sake.

With a deep exhale, Isla heads down the porch, relieved.

ROADSIDE

Isla shuts the door.  The Cab Driver takes the driver's seat.

ISLA (V.O.)
Who was I to offer advice to folks
who were living while I really wasn't. 
I'm not a quitter, but I don't think
I'll do this job forever.

The cab rear wheels turn, kicking up dirt.

EXT. OHIO RIVER - PADDLEWHEELER - NIGHT

The paddlewheel of an Antebellum riverboat rotates, churning
water.  Lights from the Cincinnati skyline shimmer across
the river.  At the bow of the ship stand Isla and Bryce. 
Bryce drops to one knee.  Isla looks down at the floor.

ISLA
You lose something?
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Bryce stops her.  He takes her hand.

BRYCE
My good judgment.  It took me too
long to realize that I want to spend
the rest of my life with you.  Isla, 
will you be my wife?

Isla freezes.  Cups her mouth in shock.  Bryce prompts her.

BRYCE
At this point, you give me an answer. 
The reply I'm pulling for is "yes".

Too astonished to speak, Isla nods with enthusiasm.  Bryce's
spirits vault.  They kiss with exhilaration.  Onlookers nearby
cheer and clap.  Bryce and Isla shrivel with embarrassment.

EXT. FIRE STATION - DRIVEWAY - DAY

Bryce emerges from indoors with a questioning look.  Another
Firefighter points at Travis.  Bryce approaches him.  Travis
and Bryce shake hands.

TRAVIS
First, let me congratulate you.

BRYCE
I'll always treat her like a queen.

TRAVIS
I believe you will.  This is the
ring I gave Isla's Momma on our
wedding day.

Travis opens a ring box, displaying Marilyn's ring.  He hands
the ring to Bryce.  Bryce examines it solemnly.

TRAVIS
I'm not asking you to make it her
wedding ring.  That's up to you two. 
But Isla oughta have it, and I thought
it oughta come from you.

BRYCE
I'd be honored if Isla would wear
this ring as my wife.

Travis smiles, nods, swallows hard, then abruptly turns and
walks away.  Bryce is taken aback by the sudden departure.
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INT. HELOISE'S HOUSE - ISLA'S ROOM - DAY

Laying back, Isla strums a tune on her guitar, distracted. 
She sits up with renewed enthusiasm and starts the voice
recorder app on her mobile phone.  She slaps the body of the
guitar rhythmically as if it were a drum.

ISLA
(rapping)

I like rap music / I don't think
that's wrong / but I got no idea /
how to write this damn song.  I like
Bluegrass music / but I wanna learn
to rap / if the old farts don't like
it / I don't really give a crap.

Isla smiles and inhales, pleased with her musical score.

INT. CHURCH - NARTHEX - DAY

SUPER: SIX MONTHS LATER

Wedding Guests fill pews.  Pachelbel's "Canon in D" plays. 
A Flower Girl (3) holds a basket.  Isla looks glorious in a
flowing white wedding gown.  Mayasa, her Matron of Honor,
primps Isla's appearance.

ISLA
I invited my birthmother, but she
never responded.  Can you see if
anyone out there looks like me?

MAYASA
Sweetie, you're asking the wrong
girl.  You white folks all look way
too much alike to me.

A Wedding Coordinator directs the Flower Girl down the aisle.

Travis latches onto Isla's arm.  Mayasa removes the walker. 
Slings it away.  Wipes her hands together... mission
accomplished.  She smiles at Isla.  Isla grins back.  Mayasa
preens, then slips through the doors.

MAIN HALL

Mendelssohn's "Wedding March" plays.  Wedding Guests stand
and turn towards the Narthex.  Isla and Travis march forward. 
Isla is a tad wobbly, but she walks with unbridled pride.

ISLA (V.O.)
I wore my Momma's wedding dress,
even though it had an open back and
revealed my bed sore scars.
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Bryce waits at the altar, smiling, debonair, nervous as hell.

ISLA (V.O.)
I figure who cares.  I earned those
scars.  They tell my story, like
Bryce's scar tells his.

As they arrive at the altar, Travis gives Isla a gentle kiss. 
She smiles up at him.  He carefully hands Isla over to Bryce's
grasp.  Bryce helps her step up to the altar.

LATER

Bryce places Marilyn's ring on Isla's finger.  Both lean
towards each other.  They kiss gently, yet passionately.

INT. RECEPTION HALL - DAY

The REVEREND wraps a white satin sash around one arm each of
both Isla and Bryce.  He ties the knot.  Isla and Bryce face
each other, wrap their free arms, and drink a toast.

Champagne glasses are raised around the room.  The bubbly
contents of Isla's and Travis's glasses bear a pinkish hue.

LATER

Isla and Bryce chat with Guests.  A Woman (37) approaches
Isla's seat at the front table.  Isla watches from afar as
the Woman sets down a note, then looks towards Isla.  Seeing
Isla watching, she shrinks, averts her eyes, and darts away.

LATER

Isla sits reading the note.

ISLA (V.O.)
It was from my Birthmother.  It read
"I'm sorry for not talking to you. 
But, I don't know why I even came."

The Ring Bearer (4), in a miniature tuxedo, crawls underneath
a table.  His Mother pulls him out and dusts him off.

ISLA (V.O.)
"Seeing you opened up wounds I thought
were healed.  Please understand, I
gave you up because I loved you, not
because I didn't."

A Young Girl (5) dances standing on her Father's feet.
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ISLA (V.O.)
"Both of us, you especially, missed
too much of our childhoods.  I wish
you a life of love, hope, and joy." 
There was no signature.

Isla watches two Toddlers bounce with joy to the music.

ISLA (V.O.)
I should've respected her wishes,
even if I didn't understand them.  I
didn't mean to hurt her.  Advice is
easier to give than to follow.

LATER

A microphone in hand, Isla teeters across the dance floor. 
Bryce follows nearby, ready to assist her if necessary.

ISLA
This old song honors someone whose
unceasing commitment may be the reason
why I'm here today.

Isla approaches Heloise.

ISLA
Her Daddy used to call her his Million
Dollar Baby, but I think he
underestimated her worth.

Bryce helps Heloise up, and leads her to the dance floor. 
"I Found a Million Dollar Baby..." plays.  Heloise hugs Isla. 

HELOISE
You remembered my song, Marilyn.

Isla smiles at Heloise, but cringes when Heloise can no longer
see her face.  Heloise has grown frail, and dances feebly in
Bryce's arms.  Isla sits next to Mayasa to watch.

MAYASA
Your Dad said you got your GED.

ISLA
Yep.  But I'm not done learning.

MAYASA
That's awesome.  You go, Girl.

Mayasa pats Isla, but halts, regretting her choice of words.

ISLA
I want to learn something every day,
until the day I die.

(MORE)
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ISLA (CONT'D)
Who knows when that'll be.  We don't
get stamped with expiration dates.

Mayasa smiles with concurrence.

Isla fixates on two clean place settings remaining on the
front center table.  Two cards read "Reserved for Marilyn
Schmidt" and "Reserved for Cooper Schmidt".

An astonished look overtakes her as the room empties and
hushes.  A Woman and a Boy sit with their backs to Isla. 

Marilyn turns towards her, blithe and lovely.  Isla watches
with mystical amazement.  Her joyous demeanor wanes as she
anticipates Cooper turning; however, his visage is cheerful
and unblemished.  He offers Isla a 'thumbs up'.

Marilyn blows Isla a kiss.  Isla smiles, delighted.  She
blows a kiss back, and the luminescent manifestations
dissipate as if whisked away by the rush of her breath.

Wedding Guests reappear.

LATER

Travis stands with a guitar at a mike.  Kurt sits at a piano.

TRAVIS
I wrote a song to express my love
for my darlin' daughter on the
happiest day of her life.  I call it
"Walking a New Path."

Bryce guides Isla onto the dance floor.  Isla dances with an
awkward gait, but she's a world champion hugger.

TRAVIS (V.O.)
I've raised you up / I've been your
guiding light / Guardian Angel /
Shining ever bright.

FLASHBACK:  Travis, Marilyn and Cooper stand before a Judge. 
Marilyn holds Baby Isla in her arms.  A Bailiff presents a
"Decree of Adoption".  Travis signs it.  He awkwardly accepts
Isla before Marilyn signs.  He cuddles Isla.

TRAVIS (V.O.)
You'll share a kiss / enter a
different world / You'll no longer
be / Daddy's little girl.

FLASHBACK: Young Isla sneaks out of the house at night.  She
climbs into the car where Travis is sleeping.  She slithers
under a blanket, snuggling close to her inebriated father.
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TRAVIS (V.O.)
It was only a blink of my eyes /
When you first learned to talk /
Today two rings will symbolize / The
new path you both will walk.

FLASHBACK: Travis sees Isla in the ICU, her head encased in
gauze, wired to a plethora of monitors.

TRAVIS (V.O.)
You'll say your vows / And become
his wife / I must now stand back /
Let you lead your life.

FLASHBACK: Travis rushes inside Isla's convalescent hospital
room and sees Isla looking back at him for the first time in
fourteen years.  He rushes to embrace her.

TRAVIS (V.O.)
I'll pass my torch / Onto another
man / I must trust this is / All
within God's plan.

FLASHBACK: Travis sees Bryce kissing Isla for the first time. 
He turns away and directs Heloise to give them some privacy. 
They both share an uncomfortable glance.

TRAVIS (V.O.)
It was only a blink of my eyes /
When you first learned to talk /
Today two rings will symbolize / The
new path you both will walk.

Bryce and Isla conclude their first dance with a loving kiss. 
The Guests applaud Travis's song.  Isla and Travis meet on
the dance floor and share a loving embrace.

LATER

Travis takes the microphone.

TRAVIS
Isla and Bryce are ready to leave,
so grab a bag of bird seed and head
outside.

Travis approaches Heloise and grabs her wheelchair.

TRAVIS
They're getting ready --

Heloise stares blankly.  Her eyes are vacant.  Saliva dribbles
from her mouth.  Travis looks around.  Shouts.

TRAVIS
Bryce?  Is there a Doctor here?
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Bryce and Older Fireman approach Travis.

BRYCE
We're both paramedics.

Travis directs Bryce to Heloise.  She remains dazed.  Isla
hobbles over on arm crutches.  Bryce squats before Heloise. 
He places his fingers in her hands and clasps them into fists.

BRYCE
Can you squeeze my fingers?

Heloise's hands twitch ever so slightly.  Her lips move. 
She utters a noise.  She tries to respond.  Her 'locked'
stare begins to diminish.  Isla is distraught.

TRAVIS
Is she having a stroke?

BRYCE
I think it's a seizure.  She seems
to be coming out of it, though.

(to Heloise)
Can you tell me your name?

Heloise raises her head a bit.  Her fixed stare lessens. 

HELOISE
(weak, yet feisty)

Heloise.  You know my name.

Bryce grins, encouraged.  Older Fireman checks her pulse and
examines her pupils.

OLDER FIREMAN
(to Bryce)

We have an ambulance coming.  She's
gonna be fine.  You go on.

HELOISE
Okay.  I'm okay.

ISLA
I can't leave her like this.

TRAVIS
Yes, you can.  Go.  I'm going to
take care of her... from now on.

ISLA
What do you mean, from now on?

TRAVIS
I'll take her to the Doctor, handle
her finances, whatever she needs. 
I'm gonna get her into a facility.
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ISLA
You two can't even get along.

TRAVIS
I promise I'll take great care of
her, just like your Momma would've.

Travis turns Isla towards the door. 

TRAVIS
I can't give you back the time you
lost, but I can keep you from losing
more.  Go on your honeymoon.

Bryce gently urges her onward.  She looks at Heloise, laments,
but begins to leave, albeit slowly, and with great reluctance.

EXT. CHURCH - DAY

Guests toss bird seed.  Bryce beams a smile.  Isla's tension
dissipates into a grin.  Bryce scoops Isla into his arms and
carries her to his truck, which is adorned with trailing
cans and a "JUST MARRIED" sign.  A guest carries her crutches.

ISLA (V.O.)
All I wanted was to be normal and
happy.  Not so much to ask.  I think
I'm normal.  Normal as most folks
anyway, whatever normal is.

Isla waves the bouquet in the air.  A cluster of anxious
women swarm.  Isla flings it behind her.

ISLA (V.O.)
As for happiness, it doesn't just
show up like a UPS package.  You've
got to go grab it.

Mayasa dives for the bouquet and snags it away from others. 

Bryce sets Isla in the truck, then he climbs in to drive.

ISLA (V.O.)
I finally started writing in the
diary Daddy gave me way back when.

A Paramedic Truck passes with lights flashing.

ISLA (V.O.)
I filled in the stuff I could remember
from my childhood...

Emergency lights reflect against the windows.  Isla watches
the Firefighters arriving.
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Bryce waves to one, but he doesn't see him.  Isla looks behind
her.  Her anxiety returns.

ISLA (V.O.)
... then I left fourteen pages blank,
and I started back up again.

INT. AMPHITHEATER - NIGHT

Kurt pounds a drum in a back beat pulse on an illuminated
stage.  Travis wields his fiddle with a repetitive fervor.

ISLA (V.O.)
I introduced rapping to Bluegrass
music to the world.  Daddy warned me
it might not catch on.  We'll see.

Isla is at center stage, seated amongst wooden boxes.  She
bobs in an energetic rhythm as she raps to a Bluegrass-like
melody with an Urban backbeat.

ISLA (V.O.)
I've been on radio and TV, and I'm
writing and performing music.  I'm
already making my mark... and I'm
just getting started.

The crowd is larger than ever before, as well as younger and
more energetic.  Several people stand and rock with the music.

ISLA
Life can be short / life can be long
/ like the moon / it has many stages. 
Memories can hurt / you havta be
strong / sing your tune / and ignore
the blank pages.

As Isla concludes, the crowd applauds with fervent delight. 
Several Audience Members rise and hoot.  Travis and Kurt
move to each side of Isla, then extend an arm to her.  She
rises.  All three take a bow before the applauding audience.

FADE OUT:
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	126	INT. MEETING ROOM - NIGHT
	127	EXT. HELOISE'S HOUSE - PORCH - DAY
	128	INT. HELOISE'S HOUSE - ISLA'S ROOM - DAY
	129	INT. TRAVIS'S HOUSE - MUSIC ROOM - DAY
	130	INT. NEUROLOGIST'S OFFICE - DAY
	131	INT. AUDITORIUM - NIGHT
	132	INT. AUDITORIUM - NIGHT (CONTINUOUS)
	133	INT. HELOISE'S HOUSE - ISLA'S ROOM - NIGHT
	134	INT. TRAVIS'S HOUSE - MUSIC ROOM - NIGHT
	135	INT. TRAVIS'S HOUSE - TRAVIS'S BEDROOM - DAY
	136	EXT. TRAVIS'S HOUSE - GARAGE - DAY
	137	EXT. MUD CREEK TAVERN - DAY
	138	INT. MUD CREEK TAVERN - DAY
	139	EXT. TRAVIS'S HOUSE - GARAGE - DAY
	140	INT. THEATRE - NIGHT
	141	INT. FIRE STATION - BUNK ROOM - DAY
	142	INT. HELOISE'S HOUSE - ISLA'S ROOM - DAY
	143	EXT. UNION STATION - NIGHT
	144	INT. VIEWLINER ROOMETTE - DAY
	145	EXT. TV STUDIO - SIDEWALK - DAY
	146	INT. TV STUDIO - ELEVATOR - DAY
	147	INT. TRAVIS'S HOUSE - BEDROOM - DAY
	148	INT. TV STUDIO - SOUND STAGE - DAY
	149	INT. HELOISE'S HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - DAY
	150	INT. TV STUDIO - SOUND STAGE - DAY
	151	INT. TV STUDIO - SOUND STAGE - DAY
	152	EXT. TV STUDIO - SIDEWALK - DAY
	153	EXT. GARDEN OF EDEN CEMETERY - DAY
	154	INT. WDLH RADIO - LOBBY - DAY
	155	INT. WDLH RADIO - H.R. OFFICE - DAY
	156	EXT. AN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - DAY
	157	INT. A TAXICAB - DAY
	158	EXT. INTERSTATE HIGHWAY - DAY
	159	INT. TRAVIS'S HOUSE - MUSIC ROOM - DAY
	160	INT. WDLH RADIO - STUDIO - DAY
	161	EXT. A BACKWOODS SHANTY - ROADSIDE - DAY (SUNSET)
	162	EXT. OHIO RIVER - PADDLEWHEELER - NIGHT
	163	EXT. FIRE STATION - DRIVEWAY - DAY
	164	INT. HELOISE'S HOUSE - ISLA'S ROOM - DAY
	165	INT. CHURCH - NARTHEX - DAY
	166	INT. RECEPTION HALL - DAY
	167	EXT. CHURCH - DAY
	168	INT. AMPHITHEATER - NIGHT

